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Department of 
Philosophy and Biomedical Ethics
051-200-7006    http://philbioethics.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Philosophy Major 
• Philosophy is the foundation of all fields of study, art, and ideology. The philosophy is based on in-depth research
and attempts to combine it with various other fields. For example, it constitutes an interesting curriculum such as
philosophy of science, philosophy of law, philosophy of art, philosophy of film, philosophy of psychology. Students
who want to make their life more rewarding, free, and creative will be attracted to philosophy.

Biomedical Medical Ethics Major 
• Biomedical Medical Ethics seeks to explore various ethical issues that arise in human life as well as to explore
Eastern and Western ethical theories, and to present a desirable solution to them. For example, we study practical
ethics such as biomedical ethics, business ethics, information ethics, environmental ethics, professional ethics, and
social ethics. Graduates of this major can be the ethics experts of business ethics, university hospitals, IRB (Insti-
tutional Bioethics Committee) experts in R&D research institutes, and ethical experts in various fields of society. 

Main Subject
Problems of Philosophy, Problems of Biomedical Ethics, Historical Development of Philosophy, Contemporary So-
ciety and Bioethics
Ethics, Biomedical Ethics, Understanding of Science and Technology Philosophy,  Clinical Trial Research Ethics,
Medical Philosophy and Ethics

Career after Graduation
Biomedical Medical Ethics Major 
1. Government agencies related to bioethics (Ministry of Food and Drug Safety, Ministry of Health and Welfare)
2. Clinical Research Associate and Clinical Trial Assistant of Pharmaceutical Research and Contract Research Or-
ganization
3. Administrative staff of the Institutional Review Board

Q&A
Q. What differentiates the program from this department different from those from other universities?
This course aims to cultivate the ability to advance into various fields by providing the opportunity to learn the philo-
sophical way of thinking which fuses various studies as the basis of all disciplines. In particular, it aims to nurture
biomedical ethics experts by being the first in the nation to specialize the biomedical ethics field into an undergrad-
uate course.

Q. Where do students work after graduation?
You can be a journalist, an advertising company employee, a citizen's human rights group secretary, an essay
teacher, etc. You can enter the law school and walk the path of a legal person. It is also possible to find a job as an
administrative staff of the hospital's Institutional Review Board(IRB) which regulate ethical aspect of organ transfer,
a Clinical Research Associate(CRA) of Contract Research Organization(CRO) which handle clinical   trials or an
employee in a foreign pharmaceutical company.

Specialty Program
Philosophical Travel: Each year, we go on a philosophical journey to experience the culture and mood of each area,
and each individual will feel their developmental potential based on their experience during the journey. Professors
and students will engage in debates which provoke philosophical thinking.
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Introduction of the Department
History is a wide range of knowledge that tells tomorrow through yesterday and today of human history through
studying each era of ancient times, medieval times, and modern times in Korea, East and West. The core curriculum
of the Department of History is the study of literature and field trips, and each year we experience and learn the
flow of history through academic exploration and historical travel. The knowledge and experience gained through
these historical studies can be used in various fields of society related with history. 

Main Subject
Understanding of North Korean Modern History, Issues and Prospects of Korean History, Understanding of Eastern
History, Basic Knowledge of Western History
The structure of ancient Western society and classical civilization, Ancient society and culture of the oriental, Ancient
Korean history,
Western Feudal Society and Medieval Civilization, Formation and Development of Oriental Medieval Society, East
Asian World Order and Joseon Society, Korean Medieval History, Formation and Development of Western Modern
Civil Society, Korean Modern History, East Asian Modern History, History of Korean Capitalism, Western Modern
History

Career after Graduation
Cultural heritage conservator or curator/researcher or university professor

Q&A
Q. What is the difference between Archeological Art History Department and History Department?
History is a discipline that seeks historical facts and their relevance through the   process of evaluating and verifying
past materials, whereas Archeology is the study of historical culture and history through its correlation with material
evidence such as relics and remains left by humans. Dong-A University Archeological Art History Department com-
bine archeology with art history.

Q. What does the History Department learn?
Since universities are places where they learn a great discipline, it is important not to learn only the characteristics
and events of the year or the period as in the middle school, but to understand how to learn the meaning of the sys-
tems that were implemented at that time, how they were implemented, or how to approach the micro-level through
the ordinary people, the lower class people and the localities that are not in mainstream just like women in history
books. 

Specialty Program
History Travel, ‘East Asian Peace Human Rights Camp’

Department of 
History

051-200-7060    http://history.donga.ac.kr



Department of 
Archaeological Art History
051-200-7151    http://gomisa.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Archaeological Art History Department is divided into archeology major and art history major, which aim to under-
stand and interpret human history and culture through relics and artifacts. Students will have a broad knowledge of
cultural properties with theoretical learning through the basics and intensification courses needed to train profes-
sional manpower in archeology and art history. Every year students explore cultural heritage sites and expand their
knowledge and participate directly in the discovery and investigation of cultural heritage sites located throughout
the relevant regions. In addition, they will be able to become curators and experts in the field of cultural properties
through their knowledge and experience of works acquired through on-the-spot learning about the collections of
museums and art museums and Sungbo(Holy Buddhism Treasure) Cultural Heritage of the traditional temples. 

Main Subject
Understanding of Contemporary Archeology, Art History with Images, Religion and Civilization, Women's Life and Art
Korean Art Culture, Understanding and Practicing Artifacts, Korean Stone Age Archeology, Art History Methodology
and Fieldwork, Methodology of Contemporary Art, Archeology in the period of Three States, History and Image of
Buddhist Art, Museum Studies, Traditional Korean Paintings, Korea-Japan Comparative Archeology, Culture Ex-
ploring ruins and practice, Korean sculpture and stone art

Career after Graduation
National Museum of Korea, Cultural Heritage Administration, National Cultural Properties Research Institute, Re-
search Institutions for Cultural Properties, Public Museums and Art Museums
• Various cultural industries in charge of cultural Content businesses such as publisher, cultural exhibition and plan-

ning, cultural festival, cultural tourism
• You can enter various types of occupations such as public officials in charge of cultural assets in various cities, or

reporters or PD’s in charge of cultural assets of various media companies

Q&A
Q. How is the curriculum of Archeological Art History Department structured?
Courses are divided into archeology and art history, and four specialized programs are offered up to four years of
graduation. The first stage is a primary lecture on archeology and art history (cultivation of basic cognitive abilities
for cultural properties), 2nd stage is a basic lecture on archeology and art history (cultivating empirical learning
ability: field-work practice), 3rd stage a deepening lecture on archeology and art history (Basic Course on Museum
Studies/Cultural Content Studies: Cultivating Thinking Ability to Think Wider and Deeper), 4th stage is a core course
of internship(specialized field of study and employment design) specializing in museum, art museum, cultural prop-
erties institutions

Specialty Program
Twice a year, we visit the Buddhist temples, historic sites, and excavation sites throughout the country during the
spring and fall exploration period. The destinations hold significant archaeological and artistic value.
Interns are dispatched to museums and cultural heritage excavation institutes which have an internship agreement
with our institute. We also send trainees to cultural heritage excavation institutions. Through internships and practical
training, you will be able to directly experience the field of study, so you can gain skills and experience after grad-
uation and also broaden your awareness.
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Department of 
Korean Language and Literature

051-200-7019    http://korean.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Prior to 2002, it was operated as Korean Language and Literature Department. Since 2002, it has been operated
under the name of Korean Literature Department and divided into Korean Language and Literature major and Cre-
ative Writing major. In 2004, it was separated into two departments, namely Korean Language and Literature De-
partment and Creative Writing Department, which were integrated back again into one department since 2015. The
Department of Korean Language and Literature produces many competent alumni in the fields of professors, teach-
ers (Korean language), literary writers, broadcasting journalists, broadcasting and game scenario writers, and pub-
lishers. In the future, our department will pursue the unique specialization of the Korean language and literature
department of Dong-A University focusing on the globalization of Korean literature and practicality of culture through
cooperation with Southeast Asia, Japan, China and USA universities.

Main Subject
Appreciation of Korean Popular Culture, New Reading of Korean Literature, Understanding of Language and Human,
Modern Literature
Introduction to Korean Literature, Introduction to Korean Language

Career after Graduation
1. Education Circle: Korean language teachers, reading essay teachers, literacy instructors, and etc.
2. Literary Creative Professionals: poets, novelists, playwrights, critics, documentaries, and etc.
3. Culture and Art Planners: media artists such as drama writer and screenwriter, script writers such as KBS and

MBC, scenario planning, and etc.
4. Management Experts: become a civil servant or enter private companies, banks, a conglomerate company, or a

middle sized company.

Q&A
Q. How can I become a Korean teacher?
There are many ways to become a Korean language teacher. In the Department of Korean Language and Literature,
we offer some lectures to develop the qualities to   become a Korean language teacher. There is also a 120 hour
Korean language course at Dong-A University Korean Language Institute. You can work in a Korean Language In-
stitute installed at a domestic university or participate in Korean language education activities in a foreign country.

Introduction of the Department by International Students
There are largely two main subjects of studying in Korean language and literature. The first is to learn classical lit-
erature and contemporary literature (poetry, novel, legend ...) and the second is to learn how to make novels and
to write novels. You can also learn how to teach Korean to foreigners. The literary trip is the biggest event/activity
during each semester. It is an activity in which you learn literature for 3 nights and 4 days, and also have the op-
portunity to go sightseeing. (16’, PHAM THI OANH, VIETNAM)

Specialty Program
Literary Travel: Every May, we go on a literary travel to investigate/study tongues and verbal linguistics and Korean
literature.
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Introduction of the Department
The Department of English Language and Literature teaches the English language and culture through English
studies and British and American literature, and cultivates international talents required by the 21st century. Above
all, the use of cutting-edge audiovisual equipment and the lecturing of professors of native speakers can raise a
competitive global adaptation sense. Students who are interested in English and British and American literature,
especially those who want to participate in international activities, can advance into various fields in abroad, as well
as in Korea. 

Main Subject
Basic English Grammar, English Pronunciation Practice, English Conversation and Writing, English Vocabulary
and Idioms
Introduction to English Studies, Introduction to English Literature, English Conversation I, English Reading, Ad-
vanced English Composition, English and American Culture

Career after Graduation
Education Circle: teachers, professors, or lecturers
Trade Industry: international trade, logistics, or international trade in companies and foreign companies
Linguistics: simultaneous interpretation, or airline crew

Introduction of the Department by International Students
The Department of English Literature teaches basic grammar and communication, and cultural history of English
speaking countries. (15’, FENG JING, CHINA)

Specialty Program
English Theater: This is an event prepared by the students from the English language department in which they
open up a stage during the summer.

College of Humanities │ 7

Department of 
German Language and Literature

051-200-7091    http://german.donga.ac.kr

Department of 
English Language and Literature
051-200-7036    http://a812.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Through a curriculum that is effective in the acquisition and use of German, the Department of German Language
and Literature offers a broad range of insights, from literature, history, writers and works as well as the knowledge
of Germany as a whole, focusing on three areas with a central connection to the German language. In particular, it
provides an opportunity to directly experience Germany through an exchange program with the University of Munich,
Germany.

Main Subject
Elementary ZD I, Understanding German Culture, Elementary ZD II, German Sentence Theory, German Grammar,
Elementary ZD III , German Literature History, Introduction to German Literature, Introduction to German Literature,
Introduction to German Studies, Elementary ZD IV, German Conversation, German Language Culture, German
Writing, Text Analysis, History of German literature, German Religion and Philosophy Story,   Economic German,
German Mass Media, Text Making, German Political System, Text and Memory, Intermediate ZD I, Intermediate
ZD II, German Textbooks and Research Methods, Culture and Communication, Past and Present of German, In-
termediate ZD Ⅲ, Intermediate ZD Ⅳ, German Curriculum Education, Changes in German Society, Cities and Cul-
ture in Germany, Presentation Techniques, German Curriculum Logic and Writing, American Regional Studies, The
taste of   expression

Career after Graduation
1. Trade-related Workers: Overseas sales, trade offer, raw materials agency, trade insurance, international trade

transportation, container transportation, import and export customs clearance, inspection and calibration business,
appraisal company, bank trading department (foreign exchange), shipping firm, aviation logistics, Korea Interna-
tional Trade Association, KOICA, etc 

2. Interpretation / Translation Expert

Q&A
Q. What kind of exchange program do you have with Germany?
Through our sisterhood relationship with the University of Munich in Germany, we offer students the opportunity to
experience German each year. In addition, the Center for German Studies offers a wide range of news from Ger-
many and provides opportunities for lectures and interviews by German companies to help students enter Ger-
many.

Q. I have never learned German, but can I follow the class?
Our department provides step-by-step curriculum from basic German to Practical German to help students improve
their German skills. Even if you do not have any prior knowledge of German, you will be able to gain a fluent German
ability if you take an active role in your lesson.

Specialty Program
Night of German Department: Various activities such as German plays and musicals



Department of 
French Cultural Studies
051-200-7117    http://french.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
The Department of French Cultural Studies offers students to systematically learn French, the most romantic lan-
guage, in terms of language and literature. Because it is used as an official language in many French-speaking
countries, the range of activity on the international stage is wide and the preference by the business companies is
also high. In this department, students use various audiovisual materials to learn French. The department also en-
hances its competitiveness by expanding students' field experience through academic exchanges with French uni-
versities and language training programs.

Main Subject
Practice of French, French Conversation, French Grammar, French Sentence Completion Practice, French Lan-
guage Society, Introduction to French Literature, Understanding French Short Story, Reading French Literature,
Understanding French Poetry, Understanding French Novels, Introduction to French Literature and Semantics,
Practical French Conversation 

Career after Graduation
French translation / interpreter expert, French cultural expert, Fields in which French can be utilized (French Culture
Center, airline companies, financial circles, service leisure industry, domestic and international trading companies,
international organizations and domestic administrative agencies as well as performance culture, aesthetics, cos-
tume design, film art, hotel management, beauty, culinary arts, etc.) 

Q&A
Q. What kind of support can I get for employment when I enter the French Culture Department?
The Department of French Culture operates a weekly club (employment, French, etc.) to support the career path
of students, and once a month a special lecture by alumni is organized to offer the information to the students about
their career path. 

Specialty Program
Night of French Department: Every year, from October to November, we hold the "Night of French department",
which is a representative event of the department.
It is an opportunity for the students to express themselves through various genres such as theater, musical, chanson,
and poetry based on the what they learned through their studies such as French pop music and French poetry
classes.
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Department of 
Chinese Language

051-200-7128    http://china.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
We organize systematic language classes and balanced courses to foster talented people with excellent Chinese
language skills and extensive knowledge and education about China. It aims to educate students who are capable
of intellectual and emotional ties with Chinese people by understanding various topics such as Chinese history, cul-
ture, society and politics. Since the number of large enterprises and small and medium enterprises in Korea is in-
creasing Chinese proficiency as a condition of employment, graduates can be dispatched to work in various places
in China as well as in Korea.

Main Subject
Chinese and Chinese Character, Basic Chinese Practice I, Film and Chinese, Basic Chinese Practice II
Chinese Conversation, 500 Word Chinese, Intermediate Chinese Conversation, Chinese   Reading, Business Chi-
nese, Chinese Presentation

Career after Graduation
Translators and interpreters, cultural publishing circle, business organizations, financial institutions, mass media
such as broadcasting stations, newspapers, etc., foreign embassy, agencies, trading company, Chinese teachers,
airline crew

Q&A
Q. I am curious about the exchange student system.
Many Chinese language students go to Chinese universities where they have exchange agreements with the Uni-
versity and enjoy classes and exchange experiences   with local students. Dong-A University has a systematic ex-
change student program, so even if you do not have a special preparation, you will have no difficulty in preparing
your exchange student program after you have successfully completed the curriculum of the Chinese department.



Department of 
Children
051-200-7306    http://friend.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
Child Science is a study of various human relationships including developmental education and family relations of
children. It is a complex science applied to social sciences such as family studies, developmental psychology, social
welfare, and education. Students can acquire a broad basic knowledge of children and their families and grow into
specialists in development, early childhood education and care, counseling, and family.

Main Subject
Early Childhood Development, Early Childhood Education, Child Counseling, Teaching Methods for Early Childhood

Career after Graduation
1. Early Childhood Specialist
2. Childcare specialist for infants and toddlers: Nursery school staff and child care specialist for primary preschool

child care support centers (more than 3 years of nursery teaching experience), nursery site observer and child
care consultant

3. Early childhood education institutions and child care facility operators: Head of Kindergarten and day care center
4. Child Counseling (and Parent Education) Specialist

Q&A
Q. What are the qualifications for becoming a daycare / kindergarten teacher?
After enrolling in the Department of Children's Education, you can complete the necessary courses (including child-
care practice / education) for the teacher / kindergarten teacher certification.

Q. Can   I become a day care center / kindergarten director?
First you need to enter the Child Studies Department, then you can follow the following procedure in order to become
a director. You need to acquire a certificate of a childcare teacher Level 2 / Kindergarten teacher Level 2, then have
a career in a daycare / kindergarten for a certain period, and then you need to attend an upgrade education (reed-
ucation).

Introduction of the Department by International Students
Study in the department of Children focuses on children's infancy and childhood development and education. It ed-
ucates infant and young children’s childcare and education, child development and psychology in various aspects
of systematic learning. It is a multi-angle understanding of children's development and psychological disciplines,
but also multi-faceted training with professional quality kindergarten discipline. (14’, ZHANG HANZHI, CHINA)

Specialty Program
Nursery · Early Childhood Education Field Practice
Operation of Capstone Design Course: Project to integrate field experience and theoretical knowledge
Visiting an Institution
Practice Room Management: Various training rooms including play instruction   room, psychological measurement
treatment room, infant development analysis room, child behavior observation and counseling room are operated.

│ Department of Mathematics 

│ Department of New Materials Physics

│ Department of Chemistry 

│ Department of Life Science 
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Department of 
Mathematics 
051-200-7206    http://math.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
Mathematics is the foundation of all scholarships in a knowledge-based society that changes day by day. As ad-
vanced science and technology determine national competitiveness, mathematics is also an essential discipline
for national advancement. The department of mathematics aims to train excellent talented people who have the
logical thinking ability and competence necessary for the development of science and high technology society and
information technology society through the basic knowledge and concept about each field of mathematics and the
research and education of the mathematical system. 

Main Subject
University Mathematics I, Physics and Experiment I, General Biology, College Mathematics II, Physics and Exper-
iment II, General Chemistry

Career after Graduation
Professional researchers, government agencies and investment institutions in various fields, banks, research insti-
tutes, planning division and electronic calculation offices in various businesses

Q&A
Q. What kind of support do you get when you enter the Mathematics Department?
In the Mathematics Department, graduate   students are always in the office, so they will be available to help with
class sessions and questions.

Specialty Program
Mathematics Vision Camp: All students are gathered for a special lecture on employment, mock interview, career
aptitude test, and social gathering.
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Department of 
New Materials Physics

051-200-7221    http://physics.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
It is a department that studies the disciplines and technologies related to the development of advanced materials
such as new electronic materials, semiconductors, fine ceramics, and high performance composite materials on
the basis of basic physics. Students studying new material physics are required to have scientific creativity, com-
prehension, engineering application and practical ability. Especially, it has a close relationship with electronics and
information and communication industry, so graduates can advance to various related fields.

Main Subject
College Mathematics I, Physics and Experiment I, Chemistry and Experiment I, College   Mathematics II, Physics
and Experiment I, General Biology
Mechanics, Electronics, Physics Mathematics, Atomic Physics, Electronics Experiment II, Electromagnetics I, Mod-
ern Physics, Modern Physics Experiment, Quantum Mechanics, Wave and Optics, Thermal and Statistical Physics

Career after Graduation
Nuclear, Radiation (Research institutes, Intellectual Property Office), Nondestructive (Industry, Hospital), Physics
and Engineering (R & D),
National and public research institutes or industrial research institutes, pharmaceutical companies and biotechnol-
ogy companies, heavy chemical industry and petrochemical industry, analytical equipment manufacturing and trad-
ing industry, polymer chemistry industry

Q&A
Q. Who can be suitable to enter the New Materials Physics Department?
The Department of New Materials   Physics is for studying the disciplines and technologies related to the develop-
ment of advanced materials such as new electronic materials, nanostructured materials, fine ceramics, and high
performance composite   materials on the basis of basic physics, hence scientific creativity, understanding, engi-
neering application and practical ability are required. Therefore, it is suitable for students who are interested in the
principles of natural phenomena, students who are interested in materials science and electronics applications, stu-
dents who are interested in principles and development of new technologies and tools.

Q. What are the characteristics of the New Materials Physics Department?
In the field of new material physics, based on the understanding of the physical properties of materials, we conduct
research and education on theory and practice related to the development of new materials and measurement of
physical properties. As a   department which was newly established in 1998, it trains students in the fields of   physics,
materials science, electronics and instrumentation with the aim of fostering creativity and professional technical man-
power. Instead of simple theoretical education at the university, field-oriented practical training for cooperation with
the institute or industry is carried out. It has a close relationship with the electronics and information and communication
industries that form the nation's key industries, and education on a wide   range of related fields is also conducted.
The new materials physics field has specialized and complex characteristics that can adapt to the rapidly changing
industrial structure and technological innovation which changes day by day and can readily acquire such ability.

Specialty Program
industry inspection, special   lecture on employment



Department of 
Chemistry
051-200-7240    http://chem.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
With the recent advances in technology, there is a growing need for technologies to precisely measure and manip-
ulate materials in molecular and atomic units in the industry. Therefore, chemistry is a key basic discipline of the
nano / bio / information technology of the 21st century. Graduates are going into the filed related to safe and new
drug development or efficient component (material) development that is necessary for the industry. 

Main Subject
Organic Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry,   Analytical Chemistry Experiment,
Organic Chemistry Experiment, Physics Chemistry Experiment, Biochemistry, Inorganic Chemistry Experiment,
Biochemistry Experiment

Career after Graduation
National and public research institutes or industrial research institutes, pharmaceutical companies and biotechnol-
ogy companies, heavy chemical industry and petrochemical industry, analytical equipment, manufacturing and trad-
ing industry, polymer chemistry industry 

Q&A
Q. Is there any difficulty in employment or career after majoring in chemistry as a pure basic science?
Chemistry is academically central to pure basic science. It also means that related fields are diverse. Therefore,
there are many opportunities for chemists to advance into diverse fields as well as unique fields of chemistry related
industries. The development of the future industry requires the development of new materials through existing ma-
terials, so the role of chemical engineers will become more important in future society.

Specialty Program
On-the-job training: On-the-job training for second year students

Laboratory interns, local middle and high school chemistry creative activities, science reading clubs, student creative
research programs, short-term exchange student programs with Japanese universities

Department of 
Life Science

051-200-7260    http://biology.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
Recently, the mysteries of life have been revealed one by one through the dazzling molecular biology, genomics,
and bioinformatics. Therefore, life science, which explores the mysteries of human beings and life, is emerging as
a science leading the 21st century. The future of life sciences major is very bright because it develops the vast
knowledge gained from the life exploration into the cutting edge science and technology for the health and welfare
of mankind.

Main Subject
General Mathematics, Chemistry and Experiment I, Chemistry and Experiment II,   Introduction to Physics, Biology
and Experiment I, Biology and Experiment II
Genetics, Cell Biology, Microbiology, Molecular Biology, Biochemistry, Animal   Physiology

Career after Graduation
1. National and public research institutes: A professional researcher at the national and public research institutes

such as Korea National Institute of Health, Ministry of Food and Drug Safety, Korea Research Institute of Bio-
science & Biotechnology, Korea   Research Institute of Standards and Science, Korea Institute of Radiological &
Medical Sciences,   The National Forensic Service, National Cancer Center

2. Employment to companies and medical institutions: product development, quality control, product sales of life
sciences companies (such as pharmaceutical companies, food companies, and cosmetics companies), re-
searchers of , hospitals and various medical institutions

Q&A
Q. What does the Department of Life Sciences   teach?
Students begin to study major subjects from the second grade. Major subjects include theories and experiments
related to biology such as genetics, cell biology,   molecular biology, and microbiology.

Q. What is the difference between biotechnology and life sciences?
Although life sciences focuses on finding the principles of life phenomena and identifying the process of finding
them, biotechnology focuses on the development of new technologies based on life sciences.

Specialty Program
1. Vision Camp: Every year in September, we visit the leading domestic life sciences laboratories such as the Na-

tional Institute of Scientific Investigation, the Korea Biotechnology Research Institute, and the Korea Atomic En-
ergy Research Institute.

2. Internship Program: Through an agreement with the Korea Research Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology,
the only institute in the field of life sciences in Korea, we provide internship programs during vacation to experi-
ence advanced research in a variety of life sciences and to determine career paths.

3. Specialized Program: Our department has a specialist training program for disease geneticists to provide a foun-
dation for research on intractable diseases such as cancer, dementia and diabetes through the integration of
cutting-edge science and technology with academic studies and omics fusion education. It is easy to advance
into life sciences research institutes and pharmaceutical companies.
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Introduction of the Department
Political Science and Diplomacy is a complex field of study spanning many areas such as national political system
and theories, history and ideology, and regional and international relations. The Department of Political Science
and Diplomacy offers a wide range of education of various theoretical discussions and realities about international
political phenomena as seen in the real world today, various political and administrative acts of government and
political parties, analysis of political reality in Korea, research on Korean diplomatic history and political history,
quantative and empirical analysis techniques on political phenomena, and critical consideration of political philos-
ophy and ideology.. Through this, students are not only acquiring professional knowledge, but also trying to acquire
a broad culture and abundant accomplishment. 

Main Subject
Political Mass Media, Modern Politics and Public Welfare, Western Political History,   Introduction to Public Admin-
istration
Contemporary Mass Media and Politics, Comparative Local Politics, Local and International Politics, Western Po-
litical Idea, Foreign Policy Studies, Thesis Exercises

Career after Graduation
1. Professors, researchers, politicians, diplomats, civil servants, and journalists in academia, political relations, and

journalism
2. Enter into financial circles or a business

Q&A
Q. Do I need to be much interested in politics if I want to enter Department of Political   Science and Diplomacy?
No, you don’t. If you are greatly interested in politics, there will be natural advantage of widening the knowledge of
your major.  But, even if you are not,  as you are studying your major, you will get naturally interested in politics.
Therefore we encourage you to apply for admission to the Department as you have ambition.

Q. What will be my other options of career other than politicians and diplomats if I   study politics and diplomacy?
After graduation, your career is not restricted to politicians or diplomats.
The aim of political science is to cultivate intellectuals who think for a better society and raise awareness of the
problems of the times and the reality. Therefore, after graduation, students can demonstrate their abilities in various
areas of society as well   as politicians and diplomats

Q. What is special about the Department of Political Science at Dong-A University?
The strength of our department is that it is in itself a scholar of outstanding faculty in a wide range of fields such as
political economy, international organizations and civil society, and the most comprehensive scholar of political sci-
ence in social science. Therefore, our students in Political Science can take pride in maintaining the political nature
that emphasizes history, culture, thought, and social context.

Q. Can you recommend the Department of Political Science to prospective Dong-A   students?
Politics is not a learning discipline of the moment or skills. So it can be more ambiguous than any other discipline,
but in political science, we strive to find desirable solutions to various problems of society. Therefore, if you are a
courageous student who dreams of a bright future with a far greater perspective than the immediate interest, politics
and diplomacy will be the beginning of that dream.
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Introduction of the Department by International Students
Political science and diplomacy as the basic disciplines of social science is designed to study the different kinds of
political phenomena within society and country. The field of political diplomacy covers all the basic disciplines of
administration, psychology, education, society and so on. If we learn politics diplomacy well, we can understand
the essence of things, predict the future of big events between society and countries, and adjust national develop-
ment direction. (13’, LIU XIAOXUAN, CHINA)

Specialty Program
1. Mountain Climbing 
2. Personalized career guidance program
3. Regional Political Leader Training Program (2015).
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Introduction of the Department
Public administration is a discipline that cultivates talented people to cope with rapid changes in domestic and in-
ternational politics, economy, society and culture, and to secure national competitiveness. Since the national policy
is created and enforced in close relation with various environmental factors, the Department of Public Administration
studies methodology for efficiently managing policy problems and resources connected with associated disciplines.
As it affects national budget of the country, it needs a stronger sense of calling than any other disciplines, and its
attitude of exploring is also emphasized.

Main Subject
Introduction to Political Science, Introduction to Public Administration, Principles of   Economics
Social Science Methodology, Administrative Organization Theory, Personnel   Administration Theory, Financial Ad-
ministration Theory, Local self government Theory, Policy Decision Theory 

Career after Graduation
Entry into state-owned enterprises such as public corporations or public service
Entry into many other government investment institutions
Entry into a wide range of fields such as private companies and banks
Researcher in the research institute after entering a graduate school and obtaining a master's or doctoral degree
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Department of 
Sociology
051-200-8683    http://sociology.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Everything that surrounds us is the study object of sociology. It is the central activity of sociology to explore the
basic order and change in human societal reality, and to analyze them scientifically and to suggest alternatives.
Therefore, it is suitable for students who have a curious and open attitude and explore social problems and have
creative thinking tendencies. Thus, graduates can enter the policy field related to sociology to the government and
public institutions and act as a policy establishment and execution specialist. There are also a variety of opportunities
for graduates, including corporate management and coordination, public relations and advisory specialists.

Main Subject
Understanding of Sociology, Cultural Anthropology, Reading Sociology, Occupation and Society
Classical Sociology Theories, Social Studies Methodology, Reading of Sociology 2, Understanding of Social In-
equality, Population and Society, Social Research Analysis, Historical Sociology, Social Psychology, Sociology Prac-
tice, Industrial Sociology

Career after Graduation
1. Research institute   2. Media field   3. Financial circle

Q&A
Q. What   qualifications do you need in the Sociology Department?
The Department of Sociology needs students who can think of individual problems in relation to society and ap-
proach them from various perspectives. It is better if you are interested in the nature of social change. You also
need a uncompromising spirit to tackle problems. Because such spirit is closely related to asociated sciences as
well as sociology, it requires a comprehensive attitude that requires a lot of studying and insight into all aspects of
society.

Q. What   does the Sociology Department teach specifically?
Because sociology is the fundamental science of social science, it deals with almost all social phenomena such as
population, family, organization, social movement, social structure. However, unlike other disciplines in social sci-
ences, sociology distinguishes itself by exposing and revealing social problems through 'sociological imagination'
that looks into the implicit side of social phenomena. Therefore, acquiring and cultivating such 'sociological per-
spective' is a distinctive characteristic   of sociology.

Specialty Program
Workshop: Every May, professors, graduates, and students attend a workshop
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Introduction of the Department
Social welfare is a discipline aimed at understanding various social problems of modern society, seeking solutions
to this problem, and acquiring political, institutional, administrative and practical knowledge and skills to predict and
respond to changes in future society. In this department, by raising professional social workers, we will enhance
the dignity of human beings, improve the quality of life and provide social welfare policies and institutional framework
suitable for our society, so we ultimately contribute to the social welfare development of the society. 

Main Subject
Introduction to Social Welfare, Social Change and Welfare, Happy Life and Social Welfare, Understanding of Welfare State
Social Welfare Practice Theory, Social Welfare Research Theory, Social Welfare Policy Theory, Social Welfare
Field Practice I

Career after Graduation
1. Public Social Worker: public welfare officer, National Pension Service, National health insurance service, Korea

Workers' Compensation and Welfare Service
2. NGO Activities: institutions such as the Children's Foundation and Good Neighbors, etc
3. Social Welfare Field Specialist: medical social worker, mental health social worker, education welfare worker,

general welfare worker etc.

Q&A
Q. What kind of support can I get for employment if I enter the Department of Social Welfare?
In the Department of Social Welfare, we operate a Student Club for Employment(Social Welfare Work Club, Public
Corporation Public Employment Club) under the supervision of an advisor to support students' employment. In ad-
dition, among the educational capacity building programs, we are actively participating in government support pro-
grams such as community contribution projects, industry-academy cooperation education programs, so special
lectures are frequently held by the heads of social welfare institutions and practitioners or alumni. 

Q.  Do you have a program of time management for volunteer activities or are there any organizations affil-
iated with the department? 

Volunteer time management is systematically certified and managed through the site of the Volunteer Service Portal
(VMS), 1365 Volunteer Service Management.   Through this systematic time management, you can activate your
volunteer activities more. If you complete a certain amount of time in a semester, you will be eligible for social
service scholarships.
It is possible to volunteer at organizations that have signed an MOU with the Social Welfare Department, such as
Good Neighbors, the Seo-gu Office Social Welfare Center, the Suyeong-gu Office Welfare Center for the Elderly, and
the Saha Affair Center for the Elderly Welfare Center. You can get a lot of information through our website as well

Specialty Program
1. Social Work Practice: The purpose of this course is to cultivate the basic literacy and ability to be equipped as a

social worker as an opportunity to practice the theoretical lessons in the social welfare field.
2. Preliminary Social Worker's Competition: This is a contest for enhancing students' program planning ability and

institutional analysis ability, which are  major social welfare jobs, and also enhancing presentation skills of stu-
dents. It is held as an event to broaden the understanding of social welfare field and experience in university life. 

Department of 
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Department of 
Media Communication
051-200-8645    http://comm.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
As diverse communication media have emerged and developed around the world, the amount of content that needs
to be conveyed is getting increased. Accordingly, the role of professionals who process information and effectively
transmit it is also increasing. The Department of Communication, which studies human communication activities,
systematically studies communication phenomena in the fields of newspapers, broadcasting, publishing, advertising,
public relations and movies. And it provides practical training for the students. Consequently graduates are making
inroads into major media such as broadcasters and newspapers.

Main Subject
Media Content Production, Broadcasting Production, PR theory, Advertisement Production

Career after Graduation
Broadcasting circle (PD, reporters, Broadcasting company division), advertising circle (AD, AE), newspapers circle
(newspaper reporters), publishing companies, company PR team

Q&A
Q. What kind of practical training will I get when I enter the Media Communication Department? 
The Department of Media Communication has a dedicated studio for broadcasting production, an advertising pub-
licity training room, a newspaper production laboratory, a photo darkroom, etc., and has the opportunity for profes-
sional practical training necessary for students to enter various communication fields after graduation. In addition,
the Media Preparation Study Program is operated independently, providing a learning space for   students who are
interested in entering a media company, and can conduct   various activities such as a media examination study.

Introduction of the Department by International Students
The Department of Media Communication is a study of human communication activities. Due to the nature of the
major in which practical education should be carried out, faculty members who have accumulated many years of
research and practical experience in the fields such as newspapers, broadcasting, publishing, advertising, movies,
and online media offer vivid knowledge. After graduation, students can go into major broadcasting companies and
newspapers, such as major media reporters, PDs, scripters (broadcasting writers), advertising AEs, copywriters
and other business   promotion planning department, and advertising public relations agencies. (14’, LY THUY
DUNG , VIETNAM)
Newspaper broadcasting is a major element that spreads to society as a mass media. The basics of newspaper
and broadcasting are writing, newspaper reporting, and advertising photography. It is one of the professions that
have a variety of occupations and a bright future. (16’, ZHOUXINHAO, CHINA)

Specialty Program
Media Content / Fireworks: In the first semester of every year, professors hold events in which students submit
their works from five fields: video, photo, advertisement, essay, and poetry according to the theme which is sug-
gested by the professors. In the second semester, we organize a group of students and prepare 'Fireworks Festival'
together. From the rental of the first equipment to video shooting, editing, etc., students do their own work and have
a video preview.
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Introduction of the Department
Economics finds and studies ways to solve the economic and social problems that arise from the distribution of
limited resources. And the department conducts practical economic education programs that can discuss, research
and present economic issues on a topic basis. It is a study for anyone interested in various economic issues around
us. In order to learn this discipline, it is necessary to be able to analyze and organize social phenomena logically,
and to understand them by applying mathematical models. Graduates can go into the various fields of economic
journalists, economic diplomats, and so on.

Main Subject
Introduction to Economics, Economic Statistics, Economic Mathematics, Understanding of Economics

Career after Graduation
Financial institutions (public corporations - Bank of Korea, Financial Supervisory Service, Korea Deposit Insurance
Corporation, etc.), various banks, general companies(large corporations, SMEs, foreign companies, etc.), govern-
ment agencies, journalists circle, academics and research institutes (Researcher, Professor)

Q&A
Q. What is Economics?
Economics is a discipline that finds ways to solve various social problems arising from the distribution of limited re-
sources. Therefore, we have scientific rigor to   understand complex social problems in a logical way, and also have
a practical nature to find solutions. Because of this characteristic, economics is considered as the flower of study
in the social science field and is the only study awarded the Nobel Prize.

Q. Where do the students usually work after they graduate from Department of Economics?
Graduates in economics can acquire various economic and financial certifications such as accountants, tax account-
ants, etc., and can work in related fields. In   addition, it is possible to apply for examinations such as public officials,
general social teachers, and economic specialists. The employment sector is very diverse and wide, because it re-
quires economics and field workforce in the government sector and most corporations including various industries.

Q. Do economics classes require math?
Yes, there are some required courses. Econometrics, Economics, and Economics will teach you mathematical
knowledge and apply it in microeconomics and finance. However, it is more important to understand historical trends
than mathematics in   subjects such as economics and economic system theory. The Economics Department   has
a variety of employment fields, not just those that require math. It only means that there is a wide range of choices
of work after graduation in Economics because you study subjects based on mathematics.

Introduction of the Department by International Students
Economics is a study of economic objects and analyzes the economic events to reveal characteristic rules. Thus,
economic problems can be predicted and mathematical and theoretically appropriate methods can be found. It is
possible to recognize the role of important economics in countries with economies of scale. In the Department of
Economics, students will be taught  in a variety of learning styles with active lecturers and enthusiastic professors.
Graduates in economics can find jobs in the bank or jobs related to money and finance and so on. (16’, NGUYEN
THI HUONG , VIETNAM)
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Specialty Program
Exercise on Field: During the first semester of every year, we select the organizations related to industry and econ-
omy in the Busan and Gyeongnam area and conduct field trips for students who take courses related to the relevant
institutions.
We visited the Busan Port Corporation and listened to the staffs in terms of location, conditions, current situation
and future development plan of Busan Port. Then, we took time to discuss the differences and ask about the import
and export theories learned in the textbooks , We also visited the Bank of Korea branch in Busan to discuss the
policy interest rate and the impact of the interest rate fluctuation on the market during that year, and had time to di-
rectly answer questions with Bank of Korea employees.
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Introduction of the Department
The financial industry is a dynamic field that creates high added value. It is not only a new growth engine for the
nation that will open the era with per capita income of $ 30,000, but it is also the driving force of the international fi-
nancial city, Busan. In response to these societal demands, the Department of Finance studies and educates prac-
tical knowledge required in the field of finance industry as well as theory. In particular, the department is developing
competitive financial experts through teaching advanced financial techniques and investment theory in banking,
stock, insurance, real estate and futures.

Main Subject
Introduction to Mathematics in Finance, Principles of Microeconomics,  Principles of Macroeconomics,  Principles
of Management
Financial Statistics,  Investment, Acts on Financial Transactions, Theory and Practice of Futures Market, Financial
Economics, Assets Management

Career after Graduation
1. Financial experts: banks, securities companies, insurance companies, real estate companies, futures companies,

asset management companies, financial institutions, etc.
2. Financial accounting and asset management officers of general companies:
3. Acquire various financial qualifications: various qualifications related to banking, securities, futures, real estate,

asset management, insurance, tax accounting, appraisal evaluation

Q&A
Q. What are the prospects of Busan's regional development strategy and Finance Department? 
In 2009, Busan Metropolitan City was designated as a specialized financial center for derivatives and ship financing,
and thus the 'Mun-hyeon Financial Complex', an innovative city, was established in Munhyeon-dong, Nam-gu. There
will be many institutions to move to the Busan International Financial Center including the Busan Financial Asset
Management Corporation, Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation, Korea Housing Guarantee, Korea Housing Fi-
nance Corporation and Korea Exchange. As Busan Metropolitan City becomes the center of the financial industry,
the demand for financial professionals in the region is expected to increase significantly, and it will greatly contribute
to the course of graduates in finance.

Q. Do you have to be good at mathematics to enter Finance Department?
Some people think that they should be good at mathematics if they want to go to finance department, but it is not
always the case. Among the courses in the   Department of Finance, there are courses that partially use mathe-
matical formulas when developing theories, but most of the subjects do not use mathematics directly. In addition,
there is no need to worry about mathematics becoming a problem when considering to apply for the Finance De-
partment because there is an opportunity to open the course of introduction to finance mathematics in the first
grade in preparation for a mathematical foundation, and to study necessary subjects as priority.

Specialty Program
Financiers' Day Event: Every year, we hold an event where all finance students and their families (graduates, stu-
dents, and professors) participate in and interact with each other. It is an opportunity to become one through special
lectures on employment for graduates who are active in various fields including financial institutions such as banks,

Department of 
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securities companies, and insurance companies, general companies and public corporations, gathering with pro-
fessors, graduates and students, and sports events for fellowship.

* Field trips to financial institutions: We visit major financial institutions such as the Korea Exchange and the Busan
Branch of the Bank of Korea to enhance our understanding of the business and activities of these financial institu-
tions and to obtain information on hiring financial institutions. As the Busan International Financial Center is inau-
gurated, it is expected that field trips to financial institutions will be more active in the future.
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Department of 
Business Administration
051-200-7406    http://biz.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Business administration is suitable for students interested in research related to business management. If you want
to become a top executive of a company, want to start a company by yourself, become a Certified Public Accountant,
want to audit an enterprise, or want to engage in academics or research through systematic research in business
administration, the Department of Business Administration is appropriate field to study for you. Especially, in the
Department of Business Administration in our university, we set up a lecture room for integrated management ed-
ucation in order to escape the situation that business education is devoted to the theory, and strengthened practical
business education including ERP. In addition, we have a 2 + 2 dual degree program with the University of Western
Michigan in the United States, giving students the opportunity to earn a Bachelor's Degree in Business Management
at the same time in two years at our university and two years at the American university.

Main Subject
Introduction to Economics, Introduction to Business Administration, Introduction to Accounting, Business Statistics
Financial Accounting, Introduction to Marketing, Human Resources Management, Financial Management, Opera-
tions Management, Management Strategy, etc.

Career after Graduation
Personnel organization: intermediary managers, executives, representatives, human resource development spe-
cialists, certified labor consultants, head hunters, etc.
Production: quality control, production management, operation management, ERP operation, etc.
Finance: fund manager, FRM (financial risk manager), CFA (certified financial analyst), actuaries, financial invest-
ment analyst, etc. for various financial institutions including corporate financial officer, bank, security, and insurance
Marketing: corporate product planning and sales, advertising / public relations, distribution management.
You can also enter into the marketing strategy department, domestic and foreign consulting company focused on
marketing, advertising company, or a research company. You can also attend graduate school.
Accounting: accountant, tax accountant, financial manager, etc. Entry into an accounting firm, tax accountant cor-
poration, public institution, large corporation, medium-sized enterprise, or small businesses

Q&A
Q. How does the class proceed when I enter the Business Administration Department?
The Department of Business Administration has created a curriculum that allows   students to take classes sequen-
tially, from basic to advanced. For example, in the field of accounting, after you have learned accounting principles,
you are able to take classes in Financial Accounting I, Financial Accounting II, Cost Accounting, Controlling, Com-
puterized Accounting, and Tax Accounting. In the case of subjects in the field of marketing and courses in the field
of personnel, the class is proceeding in the form of presenting the assignment.

Specialty Program
Graduate school preparation course, marketing competition preparation course, certification preparation course,
class for medium-company employment, class for foreign company employment, Vision Makers (a program to help
students who have not settled their career in university life to find a career or dream), English study group
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Introduction of the Department
The Department of International Tourism explores tourism management theory and management techniques for
the leisure and tourism industry, which has been attracted to the post-industrial society. Through this, we cultivate
international professional manpower to play a leading role in tourism management field in accordance with global-
ization, informatization, and openness such as development of tourism resource protection. Anyone who can make
the tourism industry rich with creative ideas can challenge. 

Main Subject
Principles of Tourism, Principles of Economics, Principles of Accounting, Business Statistics
Hotel Management, Tourism English ConversationⅠ, Tourism Marketing, Field Trip to Tourism Destination, Tourism
in Global Age Ⅱ, Tourism in Global AgeⅡ, Tourism Data Processing Practice, Human Resource Management for
Tourism Industry,  Managerial Accounting for the Tourism Industry, Financial Management for the Travel Industry,
Tourism English Conversation Ⅱ, Travel Agency Management Seminar, Tourism Management

Career after Graduation
Hotel, travel agency, tourism and leisure industry, airline, resort development, restaurant industry, international con-
ference industry, convention industry, event industry, cruise industry, medical tourism industry, tourism related in-
stitutes and research institutes, tourism researchers, tourist interpreter, tourist specialist, or tourist guide

Q&A
Exploring and Sightseeing - Planning a self-guided tour route and running all the schedules on its own to compare
the tourism theory and practice and to study the basic data for better sightseeing
Yeongnam Festivals - Autumn Festival for academic exchanges and friendship between 7 international tourism
departments in Yeongnam area
Alumni Athletic Meet and People's Night - Currently, for the people who are studying at the International Tourism
Department and graduates join together to strengthen the bonds between the them, and to have a natural meeting
with professors and seniors.
Senior Advisory Meeting - An opportunity to apply the theory of relational study to practical work and a festival
where everyone is united

Introduction of the Department by International Students
I think the Department of International Tourism is suitable for the people who are interested in tourism and hotel
management. We also study sightseeing and practical training. You can improve your self-esteem and self-confi-
dence by preparing team projects or presentation assignments with Korean friends who take the class together.
The professors of the department kindly help foreign students. (15’, NGUYEN THI HIEN, VIETNAM) 
Department of International Tourism is composed of three major themes of tourism, hotels, and airlines. A study of
the tourism industry management is an emerging disciplines and bridge of the world's cultural exchange as well as
it makes us more far out at the platform of the world. (13’, DUAN DINGMENG , CHINA)

Specialty Program
We provide realistic and practical help to students through tourism exploration (experience of sightseeing including
the human and natural environment of major tourism destination, survey announcement), tourism special lecture,
TOEIC study and CRS (electronic ticketing system).



Department of 
International Trade
051-200-7436    http://trade.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
The Department of International Trade aims to cultivate global talents in line with rapidly changing global business
environment. To do this, we offer programs focusing on international economics, international management, and
trade practices (such as trade procedures and trade relations laws). Through this, we cultivate students' ability to
respond to changes in the international economy and international business environment, make them understand
the principle of movement of goods and capital between countries and help them to make the best decisions after
entering the society.

Main Subject
Principles of Business Administration, Principles of Economics, Business Economics and Mathematics, Introduction
to Trade, General Civil Law
Trade Commerce, Business Statistics, International Business, International Trade, World Economics, International
Finance

Career after Graduation
Foreign exchange specialists, customs agents, financial asset managers, etc.

Q&A
Q. In International Trade Department, where are the senior students mostly employed   after graduation?
Among the graduates of International Trade Department, the employment rate is 33% for finance, trade and logistics·
Distribution is 24%, manufacturing is 43%. They work in various types of jobs without any distinction among corpo-
rations, large corporations, and small and medium enterprises.

Introduction of the Department by International Students
The Department of Trade is one of the most active departments in the university and offers a variety of programs
for student life and employment. The deepest impression I have received from our department is the care of our
professors, especially who care about international students like me. Other Korean friends who go along with trade
studies study very hard and have excellent skills as well. In the International Trade Department, I learned a lot from
professors and friends. Studying in Korea has also been fun. (15’,  NGUYEN THI THUY LINH , VIETNAM) 
The major contents of the International Trade Department are as follows. It deals with the basic theories and knowl-
edge of Marxian economics, international economics, and international trade. After learning economics, it takes
basic training from a managerial perspective and develops the basic theories of theory and practice. You can be-
come an advanced specialist in marketing to understand the socio-economic phenomena of major countries and
regions, learn from international political and economic perspectives on trade, management of foreign capital (MNC)
and the actual interoperability and management of government agencies. (13’, HU YING , CHINA) 

Specialty Program
Corporate visit field learning
Club Operation for Employment : Trade and logistics class, financial class
Business Visits
Participation in national unit competition
Participation in External Education Programs : Busan Chamber of Commerce and   Industry, FTA Utilization Support
Center, Busan Gyeongnam Headquarter   Customs, KOTRA, etc. have regular training programs in the Busan area.
After completing the relevant course, the goal is to carry out activities related   to employment in related fields.

Department of 
Management Information System

051-200-7463    http://mis.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
Management Information System Science is an applied discipline based on general management theory and com-
puter application techniques. It is a discipline that enables efficient use of information resources from the perspective
of business administration. It combines the general management field with the field of information technology dealing
with computers and the field of quantitative management for rational decision making. Through the integration of
these fields, students can learn internally new management techniques through information management technol-
ogy as well as robust business management through rational decision and externally an eye for creating a new
business opportunity through the strategic utilization of information technology.

Main Subject
Principles of Business Administration, Accounting Principles, Computer Structure and Operating System, Business
Statistics, MIS Principles
Principles of Marketing , Financial Accounting, Production and Operations Management, System Analysis and De-
sign (Comprehensive Design), MIS, Financial Management

Career after Graduation
Management Information System Specialized Career Path
1. SI Company: SI (System Integration) Company is a company providing information technology services to de-

velop and operate the enterprise information system
- Design, development, operation or consultation of information system of SI company or general enterprise, pro-

fessional sales of SI company
2. ERP related company: SI company specialized in the ERP system
3. Various Internet business companies: various internet business companies such as for e-commerce or portals

Business Administration Career Path
1. Financial companies: financial-related industries such as banks, insurance, and securities companies
2. Sales / Accounting / Marketing / Personnel / Organization / Finance / Production Management

Q&A
Q. What is the difference from Computer Engineering?
Computer Engineering literally teaches computer systems and programming skills. Studies of Management Infor-
mation Science is taught with management. At first, you can have similar job titles without distinction of academic
background.. However, Computer Engineering is more focused on technology development, while Management
Information is more on the people, more on how to solve management problems, and information technology ap-
plications to implement them.

Q. Is computer more difficult and not as much as of Humanities?
As mentioned above, the idea of   Humanities and Science is old fashioned idea. In particular, computers are be-
coming an integral part of management. However, we feel difficulties because computer is a machine. Computers,
however, became quite powerful through what is known as programming language. It is difficult for most of us be-
cause we are not familiar with these programming languages.
To be familiar with programming languages,
1. You need to know the basic commands of your computer. Computer commands are like Legos. They are logically

combined to create a wide variety of shapes.
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2. Logical thinking is needed.
3. Ability of abstraction is required. Abstraction is the ability to see certain shapes and to derive general principles

or concepts. Depending on this abstraction ability, the same Lego can be combined in various shapes.
4. Application. You will need to think about how to use a programming language to get the functionality you need.

If you want to put your address book on the screen, it is your ability to design what tools and software you want
to use. Management Informatics is about how to integrate business phenomenon into information technology.
This requires a lot of imagination. There are many layers in the imagination. Strategic, executive, and technolog-
ical dimensions. The ability to think about these things determines the difference between looking at a computer
as a difficult machine or as a tool to implement our imagination.

Specialty Program
- We have a JAVA specialist training program which is an Information communication technology (ICT) Creation

Human resource training program and SAP ERP development and consultant training program under   government
financial support. 

- WMU Dual Degrees: Students in grades 1 and 2 can study at the   Department of Management Information System
at Dong-A University, and students in   grades three and four can obtain both diplomas at the University of Western
Michigan University at the same time. Tuition is exempt from Dong-A University   and you can have $ 6,000 in
scholarships per student at Western Michigan University. WMU has been ranked in the top 100 national universities
for the 11th consecutive year in the US News and World Report, and WMU's Department of Management Infor-
mation Systems has the largest business information program in Michigan

│ Department of Molecular Genetic Engineering

│ Department of Applied Biotechnology

│ Department of Biotechnology

│ Department of Life Resources Industry
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Department of
Applied Biotechnology

051-200-7595    http://appbio.donga.ac.kr
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Department of 
Molecular Genetic Engineering
051-200-7503    http://mge.donga.ac.kr 
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Introduction of the Department
The department of genetic engineering is applied to the advanced plant biotechnology based on diverse and new
life phenomenon at the molecular level. We studies solutions to the food and environmental problems expected to
deepen in the future, development of functional food that can promote human health and development of environ-
mentally friendly alternative energy. 
It is a field of study in which human life can be improved qualitatively and quantitatively through leading-edge
science and technology. Based on the foundation and application knowledge of life sciences, the department aims
to cultivate competent and creative talents capable of contributing to the development of biotechnology, one of the
top three technologies of the 21st century, along with nanotechnology and information science.

Main Subject
General Chemistry, General Biology, Basic Microbiology and Experiments, Basic Life Sciences and Practice
General Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, Plant Physiology, Cell Biology

Career after Graduation
Quality management workers, seed workers, plant protection workers, HACCP (food hygiene / hazard education
course), etc.

Q&A
Q. What kind of program do you have for freshmen when I enter the Department of   Molecular Genetics?
When entering the school as a freshman, an orientation of the college is conducted before the Entrance Ceremony.
At the beginning of the course, there is an orientation of the Department followed by the workshops with all profes-
sors and seniors. Through this, you will be able to receive an introduction and vision of the Department as a whole,
and receive "My Portfolio" through the orientation of the Department. As a result, you will receive guidance and ex-
planation for your college life management and career development through the whole university life.

Q. What will happen to career or employment after graduation from Molecular Genetic Engineering?
I can answer that the Department of Molecular Genetics has a very high employment rate (70.4% in 2013, 78.2%
in 2014) and a graduate school entrance rate (25% in 2013 and 33% in 2014). Those of you who want to enter the
research field are encouraged to enter Graduate School. Students can work in biotechnology-related companies
and institutions even after graduating from undergraduate, and we have actually produced many such students. If
you think that you do not fit well, you will have a double major or minor system. If you use it well, you will be able
to work in any job you want.

Specialty Program
Global Challenger: Student-led Overseas Challenge Program
Career Camp and Workshop
Laboratory Circulation: Experience in graduate school major and laboratory in   advance

Introduction of the Department
Applied biotechnology is a study of interest in making the environment most suitable for human activity focusing on
interrelationships between organisms, life phenomena and natural environments. Biotechnology has been attracting
attention because it can be developed into biotechnology industry by application of biotechnology, which is rapidly
emerging in the recent years.

Main Subject
General Biology, Basic Microbiology and Experiment, General Chemistry, Basic Life Science and Experiment
Microbiology, Industrial Entomology, Molecular Plant Pathology and Experiments, Pesticide Science and Experi-
ments, Plant Fungal Pathology and Experiments, Insect Biotechnology

Career after Graduation
1. Researchers in biotechnology: researchers at universities, hospitals, national and public research institutes, and

corporate research institutes
2. Government agencies related to biotechnology: professions related to plant quarantine specific for the department
3. Pharmaceutical Quality Management Sector: an expert in the field of pharmaceutical quality control based on

biotechnology
4. Operation of Biotechnology-Related Companies: direct operation of companies related to the life industry
5. Biological Control Related Field: pesticide and anti-pest expert with certificate acquisition
6. Seed Related Field: experts in the field of seedling-related field along with acquiring a certificate by operating a

program for seeding articles
7. Environment-Related Fields: experts in the field of environment related to acquisition of the Environmental En-

gineer Certification
8. Financial Institutions Related to the Life Industry: support experts for the life industry in Nonghyup

Q&A
Q. Can a lot of students participate in the global program?
International internships, exchange students, global capstone design and global bio-challenger program are supported
by LINC and CK business support. The Global Bio Challenger Program will be available from the first year. Overseas
internships, global capstone design and exchange students are mainly for 2nd and 3rd graders who have completed
four semesters. There are three students participating in the Global Bio Challenger Program in the United States
during winter vacation in 2014 school year. 8 overseas internships, 4 global capstone designers and 6 exchange stu-
dents will travel abroad. This figure means that at least 25% of students in grades 2-3 participate in the global program
during the winter break, except for those students who are currently resident abroad as exchange students.

Specialty Program
1. General Assembly: Professors and students of the Department of Applied Biotechnology gather each semester

to share their ideas with each other and share the experiences of graduates, internships and exchange students.
2. Field Trip: The Department of Applied Biotechnology visits the related industries and national research institutes

each semester with professors. It is a good opportunity to broaden the experience and knowledge of related ma-
jors by observing major biotechnology companies and national and public research institutes in the southeastern
region together with the professors.



Department of
Biotechnology
051-200-7596    http://biotech.onga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Department of Biotechnology is a recently introduced discipline mainly focusing on basic and industrial applications
related to genetic and biotechnology. In particular, biotechnology has been regarded as a key industrial technology
for national technology development in the 21st century, so efforts in technological development have been made
competitively. It is appropriate if a student is curious about genetics and biotechnology or has a clear desire and
conviction to become a biotech technicians or biotechnologist.

Main Subject
Industrial Applied Microbiology, Fermentation Engineering and Experiment, Genetic Engineering and Experiments,
Biochemical Engineering
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Introduction of the Department
In the Department of Bio-Resource Industry, we strive to develop seeds and varieties for plant life resources and
to produce bio-industrial raw materials for the survival and welfare of mankind. We aim to cultivate key personnel
who will lead the next generation bio industry by exploring the latest theories and methods for various disciplines
such as plant production science, plant environmental science and plant biotechnology for basic understanding of
plants. We are currently studying various fields of molecular breeding, seed production, and biotechnology in depth.
Based on the basic knowledge, students in the Department of Life Resources Industry can learn a practical discipline
that is immediately available to the real industry.

Main Subject
General Chemistry and Experiments, General Biology, Basic Life Sciences and Experiments, Cultivation
Cropology, Genetics, Plant Physiology, Seed Science

Career after Graduation
Employment and Career Path Related to Major
• Seed Expert: advance into fields such as seed production, processing, preservation and quality inspection to pre-

serve seeds for the breeding, management of new varieties, preservation of genetic resources, and propagation
(RDA, Forestry and National Arboretum) National Quarantine Inspection Headquarters), seed purity, quality in-
spection and management (seed treatment company) / or advance into fields related to the processing, distribution
and sales of agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, agricultural products, agricultural products, and food products.

• Molecular Breeding Experts: breeders can enter into breed breeding (Rural Development Administration, Jongmyo
Co.), national and local research and agricultural administration (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Livestock
Food, Rural Development Administration, Korea Rural Community) Reagents and pharmaceuticals (sales / man-
agement / public relations) field

• Bio-energy Experts: the development process of bio-energy sources has been established so you can enter into
the development of bio-fuel and biotechnology related industries (large-scale energy companies, government-
funded research institutes (biotechnology research institutes, biotechnology-related venture companies) (Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry, Livestock and Livestock Food, Rural Development Administration, Local Government,
Korea Rural Community)

Q&A
Q. What is the difference from other Departments within the College of Life and Resource Sciences?
The Department of Bio-Resource Industry is a department that specializes in global seed development and pro-
duction and bio-energy. Compared to other departments within the college, it is a department emphasizing industrial
application and utilization, as well as identifying basic life phenomena that deal with the whole life history of plants
in a comprehensive way from theory, cultivation, breeding and application. Students take courses in common sub-
jects such as genetics, molecular biology, and plant physiology together.

Q. Is there any field experience in the institution that is connected with the department while I attend school?
We organize internship programs during vacations at related industries or research institutes where credit can
be acquired only for the students who wish to study. It is planned that Graduate Schools have a system under
which students can attend classes at the university while they are allowed to take part in research at national
research facilities.

Department of 
Life Resources Industry
051-200-7060    http://history.donga.ac.kr/
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Introduction of the Department
Philosophy Major 
• Philosophy is the foundation of all fields of study, art, and ideology. The philosophy is based on in-depth research
and attempts to combine it with various other fields. For example, it constitutes an interesting curriculum such as
philosophy of science, philosophy of law, philosophy of art, philosophy of film, philosophy of psychology. Students
who want to make their life more rewarding, free, and creative will be attracted to philosophy.

Main Subject
Philosophy Major 
• Philosophy is the foundation 

Career after Graduation
Philosophy Major 
• Philosophy is the foundation 

Q&A
Q. Philosophy Major 
Philosophy is the foundation of all fields of study, art, and ideology. The philosophy is based on in-depth research
and attempts to combine it with various other fie
Q. Philosophy Major 
Philosophy is the foundation of all fields of study, art, and ideology. The philosophy is based on in-depth research
and attempts to combine it with various other fie

Specialty Program
Philosophy Major 
• Philosophy is the foundation 
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Department of Philosophy 
and Biomedical Ethics

051-200-7060    http://history.donga.ac.kr/

Specialty Program
• Overseas university exchange and interdisciplinary joint degree program for fostering human resources of inter-

national sense
• Activation of Group Study Program
• Professors short-term Experience program (Open-Lab) to dive more deeply into students' majors
• Experiments, academic journals, farm practices, joint facilities, etc. for efficient education and research support
• Holding industrial cooperative research and job fair for employment
• Credit internship program with related company / government research institute
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│ Department of Architectural Engineering

│ Department of Civil Engineering

│ Department of Environmental Engineering

│ Department of Energy and Natural Resources Engineering

│ Department of Electrical Engineering

│ Department of Electronic Engineering

│ Department of Computer Engineering

│ Department of Mechanical Engineering

│ Department of Industrial Management Engineering

│ Department of Shipbuilding and Marine Plant Engineering

│ Department of Chemical Engineering

│ Department of Advanced Materials Engineering

│ Department of Organic Materials Polymer Engineering
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Department of 
Architectural Engineering
051-200-7606    http://archi.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Architecture is the completion of the building as a medium by using artistic process and advanced technology for
the wide communication of human life. In our department, future-oriented learning such as eco-friendly architectural
design, advanced construction management, and building energy conservation technology are performed together
with technological learning such as super high-rise construction method and structurally stable building design to
produce competent engineers.

Main Subject
Science and Technology and Philosophy, Introduction to Intellectual Property, Engineering Economics, Technical
Writing, College Mathematics, Industrial Mathematics, Differential Equations, Linear Algebra, Physics and Experi-
ments, Chemistry and Experiments, Practical Computer, Computer Practice
Creative Engineering Design, Pneumatic Mechanics, Architectural Environmental Engineering, Building Materials
Engineering, Structural Mechanics, Architectural Air Conditioning System, Architectural Engineering Design,
Architectural Engineering

Career after Graduation
Education Circle : enter into the educational field or national research institutes
Work as a professor of architectural engineering at Pukyong National University, Dong-Eui University, Korea Mar-
itime University, Dongseo University, Gyeongsang National University, or Jeju National University.

Q&A
Q. What is the difference between architecture engineering and architecture?
In Architecture, students learn the aesthetic aspects of architecture through   detailed learning about interior and
exterior design of buildings and interior design. On the other hand, in architectural engineering, by acquiring various
in-depth knowledge corresponding to recent trends such as basic knowledge of architecture, design and construc-
tion of high-rise and eco-friendly buildings, energy management technology of buildings, we are training professional
engineers who will lead to the international cooperation and internationally accredited engineers.

Specialty Program
Accreditation of Architectural Engineering Education: Department of Architecture engineering of Dong-A University
was the first to be accredited by the Accreditation Board for Engineering Education of Korea(ABEEK) in 2005 in
Busan and Kyungnam area. This accredited program has been consistently operated. 
This accreditation is a system which evaluates educational objectives, curriculum, educational environment and
continuous improvement efforts of university engineering education and accredit only when excellence is validated.
Furthermore, since 2007, the Korean accreditation system has been accredited to the highly restrictive Washington
Convention, so graduates who have successfully completed a nationally accredited program can be recognized on
a par with graduates of many advanced countries.
Therefore, it will help you to study abroad, work in a foreign company, and obtain an internationally recognized pro-
fessional engineer status.
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Department of 
Civil Engineering

051-200-7620    http://civil.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
The Civil Engineering Department deals with the design and construction of roads, railways, bridges, subways, wa-
terworks, sewage treatment plants, dams, harbors, and complexes. It will also play an important role in planning
and constructing future cities, subsea cities, underground space structures, and space cities. We cultivate excellent
engineers and train professional engineers who accept the characteristics and changes of modern society sum-
marized as information, diversification and specialization in the wave of globalization by offering a variety of edu-
cational models that transcend simple theory and experience transfer. 

Main Subject
Structural Engineering, Geotechnical Engineering, Surveying, Construction Management, Water and Sewage, Civil
Engineering Design

Career after Graduation
Civil servant(national and local), public companies (Korea Highway Corporation, Korea Water Resources Corpo-
ration, LH Corporation), construction companies, midsize companies, engineering companies, design/supervision
companies, national / public institution research institutes, etc.).
In addition, after obtaining a professional engineer certificate which symbolizes being the best technical expert in
the related field after having accumulated practical experience for a certain period, freelancers or individual busi-
nesses can do the planning, designing, supervision and consultation of various construction projects.

Q&A
Q. I am curious about the process of choosing career path.
Since engineering is a practical study, we think it is important to learn how to   apply the theory to the actual field.
So students selected a contractor who can give the opportunity of direct experience in construction and prepare for
employment.
Nothing was prepared for the job, and the majors were so apt and fun that I tried to make my study a little deeper.

Introduction of the Department by International Students
Hello, I'm Nguyen Dinh Thanh, a student studying in Department of Civil Engineering. Department of Civil Engi-
neering with specific training process, scientific, technical measures, international quality for the engineers are high
quality, complete construction of vocational qualification with practical experience in the fields of Geology, Bridge
Tunnel Transportation, Ports, Marine works, Water, Energy, Execution ... with international level. Another strong
point is the team science professor highly qualified, all trained in countries with advanced construction sector such
as the UK, US, France, Germany, Japan .... The Professors who have a reputation in the building society of Korea
such as the Association for science and engineering, energy development Association, Road, Rail, Tunnelling
Bridge ... Therefore the undergraduate students, masters and PhD students will have chances to access to work-
shops, practical projects to elevate the knowledge. Scholarships for students with good academic performance as
well as the strengths of the Department,  help students create momentum for greater efforts in the learning process.
(16’, NGUYEN DINH THANH, Vietnam)

Specialty Program
Field Trip, Day of Civil Engineering Personnel Day and Employment Camp Day, Opening the Internship Course



Department of 
Environmental Engineering
051-200-7674    http://envu.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Environmental engineering is a study to research the causes, current status, and countermeasures of environmental
pollution for the fundamental solution to environmental pollution. It is suitable for students who are interested in en-
vironmental issues to lead a better life as well as to control the overall environmental pollution to build a clean en-
vironment. In the Department of Environmental Engineering, theoretical and practical courses are carried out
through the design, experiment, and field trips in addition to the theoretical studies to cope with various problems
of the environmental industry such as global environment and energy, air, water quality and waste.

Main Subject
Water Quality, Atmosphere, Waste, Soil, Noise Vibration

Career after Graduation
Government Officials: Ministry of Environment, National Institute of Environmental Research, Korea Environment
Policy Evaluation Institute, Local Environment Agency, Other city's Health and Environment Research Institute /
Public corporations, associations, design and construction companies, environmental impact assessment compa-
nies, environmental pollutants processing and survey companies

Q&A
Q. What are the requirements for employment after graduation from Environmental Engineering?
To successfully find a job after graduating from the Environmental Engineering Department, you need to acquire
environmental engineer qualifications such as atmospheric environmental engineers, water quality engineers, soil
environmental engineers, waste disposal engineers, and so on. The official English language test score like TOEIC
is also required for application to the company. 

Specialty Program
Field Trip Program: The Department of Environmental Engineering conducts field trips to environmental facilities
every May. The students take a tour of basic facilities related to environmental engineering such as sewage disposal
facilities, water purification facilities, manure disposal facilities, air pollution disposal facilities (incinerators, etc.),
and landfills in accordance with the grades (grades 1 to 3). Through this, you will actually experience the process
of applying the theories learned from   the books.
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Introduction of the Department
Stable supply and demand of energy and resources are essential for sustainable economic development. We are
making national efforts to raise relevant technical skills and nurture professional manpower. The department of en-
ergy and resource engineering aims to educate the energy, mineral resources exploration, evaluation, development,
production, processing, utilization and construction to nurture the experts who will lead these fields.

Main Subject
Petroleum, Natural Gas Engineering, Resource Development Engineering, Resource Processing Engineering, Geo-
physical Exploration

Career after Graduation
Public corporation, research institute, corporation

Specialty Program
Resource Development Specialization Program: Department of Energy and resources have been selected as a re-
source development specialization university, which aims to provide the training of   internationally certified engineers
through resource development   international standard technology training, the training of customer satisfaction en-
gineers through domestic and overseas on-site training/ internship training, and specializes in developing field-
based engineers. We provide a better educational environment to our students.

Department of 
Energy and Natural Resources Engineering

051-200-7763    http://donga.dsso.kr
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Department of 
Electrical Engineering
051-200-7732    http://electrical.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Electrical engineering is like blood that gives life to all industrial equipment and machinery. Along with the develop-
ment of civilization, the utilization of electrical engineering has also been diversified. The Department of Electrical
Engineering is cultivating the talents that modern society needs by offering professional and various educational
programs related to power generation, conversion, transport, renewable energy such as wind power and solar
power, the system design and management for the automation of various power devices and industrial equipment
systems, development and operation of intelligent control systems that apply computer and mechatronics, and ad-
vanced materials and sensor systems. 

Main Subject
Science and Technology Philosophy, Environment and Industry, Future Studies, Modern Society and Biotechnology,
Industrial Technology and Ethics, Rhetorical Story, Logic, Engineering Economy, CEO Lecture, College Mathematics,
Physics and Experiment, Chemistry and Experiment, Battery Electronic Mathematics, Industry Mathematics, pro-
gramming language, numerical analysis
Basic Eectrical and Elctronic Engineering Design, Logic Circuit and Design, Electromagnetics, AC Circuit Theory,
Electrical Equipment, Automatic Control,   Power Electronics, Power Engineering

Career after Graduation
1. Power System - an expert who understands the system including the entire process from power generation to

consumption and can implement it to optimize the overall system target
2. Electric Equipment - a specialist on fundamental theory, interpretation and design concepts of a generator that

converts mechanical energy into electrical energy, a transformer that converts electrical energy into electrical
energy, and an electric motor that converts electrical energy into mechanical energy.

3. Power Electronics - signal processing circuit for driving motors / generators used in automation devices in the
industrial field, and experts who can understand the characteristics of semiconductor devices and design motor
/ generator drive systems using them

4. Electrical Materials and Properties - Functional devices and electronic devices using thin films including sensors,
micro-device manufacturing technology, design technology and evaluation technology, etc.

5. Control System - expert with ability to analyze and design mechanisms for various systems such as intelligent
precision control technology, sensor and interface technology, digital signal processing technology, various control
system design and networking technology, which are essential for various facilities and systems

Q&A
Q. What's the difference between Electronic Engineering and Electrical Engineering?
Electrical Engineering Department is for strong electricity, and Electronic Department is for weak electricity. 
Briefly, the process involved in the generation of electricity at the plant and the   transfer of electricity to the factory or the
home, and the motor, all of which are dealt with in the Electricity Department. The use of the supplied electricity, part and
device semiconductor are dealt with in electronics department. Of course, it does not mean that you are not dealing with
electrical transients or electronic devices. Students also study control and circuit design in the Electrical Engineering De-
partment. In the case of electronics, it is specializing in general semiconductor manufacturing and   design.

Specialty Program
Industrial tours, Field Practice, Club by each professor
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Department of 
Electronic Engineering

051-200-7730    http://ee.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
The electronic engineering is the science and technology related to the movement and use of electrons. It is a sci-
ence that leads IT and NT in the information society of the 21st century. Electronic engineering has been applied
to each area of human civilization for the last 100 years and it is the core engineering of modern civilization which
has no unapplied fields such as home appliance, computer, communication, semiconductor, aerospace. The De-
partment of Electronic Engineering is characterized by the live knowledge of communication, nanotechnology and
electronic components, video and signal processing, and automatic control of robots.

Main Subject
Career and Development, Chinese Characters, Economics in Life, Understanding of Business Administration, In-
troduction to Intellectual Property, Physics and Experiments, Chemistry and Experiments, College Mathematics,
Differential Equations, Fundamental Quantum Physics, Probability and Statistics, Numerical Analysis and Practice
Creative Mechanical Engineering Design, Basic Electronics Experiment, Circuit Theory, Computer Programming
Languages, Electromagnetic Field, Electronic Circuits, Logic Circuits, Control Engineering, Solid State Electronics,
Communication Theory, Microcontroller Experiment, Digital Signal Processing, Digital System Experiment, DSP
Experiment, Capstone Design, Embedded System Experiment

Career after Graduation
1. Electronics Specialists: nanotechnology specialists, signal processing and information processing specialists, commu-

nication systems and network specialists, control industrial robots, and intelligent robot specialists. R & D, system design,
circuit design, digital control and other projects are carried out at various national and enterprise research institutes.

2. Digital Image Processing Expert
3. Communication Design Expert: focusing on next-generation communication technologies such as optical com-

munication and maximum-mimo, you can enter into the field of communication specialists who can achieve high
speed and high efficiency with low cost and low power

4. Transmission Equipment Technician: a radio frequency (RF) engineer is a person who is responsible for the trans-
mission of broadcasts, the operation of relay facilities, and the operation of broadcasting transmission facilities. It
is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the equipment in the place called transmission station and
relay station so that it is delivered to an unspecified number of listeners through the antenna. In addition, it is nec-
essary to maintain transmission facility at the best condition and provide clear screen and clean sound quality.

Q&A
Q. What kind of laboratory is there in the Department of Electronic Engineering?
In the field of electronics, there are laboratories in the field of general electronics. There are lots of labs in the de-
partment such as pattern design laboratory, control laboratory, nano organic device laboratory, new media commu-
nication laboratory, ultra high frequency laboratory, SoC design laboratory, & Robotic Labs, RFIC Labs,
Optoelectronics Labs, Mobile Network Labs.

Specialty Program
Specialization Linkage Major Smart Grid: Understanding of the basic principles of power system, solar power gen-
eration, and wireless network operation, which is the element technology of smart grid, is a process of fostering
human resources with practical skills through practical training and design. The Department of Electronic Engineer-
ing runs this program in conjunction with other two departments. 



Department of 
Computer Engineering
051-200-7776    http://computer.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
The Department of Computer Engineering trains specialists in hardware and software technology related computer
system, information and communication technology, multimedia technology, information management and analytical
skills required in various fields of modern society. The Department of Computer Engineering focuses on producing
practical experts in the field of information and communication that will lead the advanced digital era through com-
prehensive education with theory and practice of computer hardware and software.

Main Subject
English Reading and Writing, Digital Information Utilization, Design and Convergence Technology, Understanding
of Intellectual Property Rights, Technology Management, Practical English Practice, Thesis Report Preparation and
Presentation Techniques, College Mathematics, Physics and Experiments, Chemistry and Experiments, Linear Al-
gebra, Probability and Statistics, Industrial Mathematics, Discrete Mathematics, Numerical Analysis
Data Structure, Computer Structure, Programming Language, Database, Operating System, Algorithm

Career after Graduation
1. Professional Programmer Leading the Information Society 
2. Core Engineer of IT Convergence (regardless of field): engineer leading convergence with IT technology required

in various fields such as automobile, shipbuilding, machinery, ship, marine, port etc.
3. Creative Venture Entrepreneur: an entrepreneur who creates a variety of apps and utilizes IT technology to lead

a ubiquitous society

Q&A
Q. What areas do you focus on when you enter the Computer Engineering Department?
Students will study basic programming (C, Java, etc.) in computer engineering and practice practical study on pro-
gramming language, C programming, web programming, software project, computer network, multimedia, software
engineering, etc.

Specialty Program
1. Accreditation of Engineering Education: According to the accreditation standards presented by the Accreditation

Board for Engineering Education of Korea (ABEEK), graduates who have completed the relevant enrichment
program are guaranteed to be ready to properly perform engineering tasks required by society. This is a system
which guarantees that the degree is equivalent internationally.

2. App Program Development: We support the development of programs for each team as well as graduation works
during the semester or vacation by running practice rooms in which students can practice developing app pro-
grams, which has been recently very popular.

3. Intellectual Property Education: In the first semester of second grade, we encourage students to acquire knowl-
edge about patent, utility model, trademark and design, and to participate in CPU competitions to help them be-
come talented leaders in the knowledge creation society

Department of
Mechanical Engineering

051-200-7635/051-200-7659    http://mech.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
Mechanical engineering, which is the backbone of modern industry, is a field of studying basic principles applied to
various machines and studying related fields of design and production. Therefore, it is quite suitable for students
interested in mechanical design, automobile, shipbuilding, etc. In the Department of Mechanical Engineering, in
addition to learning about the subjects related to the design and manufacture of machines, structures, and devices
used in production sites, the proportion of various designs using computers has increased recently. In addition, me-
chanical engineering is a vital area on which all industries are based, with a very high employment rate for graduates
and a wide variety of employment sectors.

Main Subject
Digital Information Application, Practical Chinese, Design and Convergence Technology, Engineering Economy,
English Presentation and Discussion, Practical English Practice, Physics and Experiment, Chemistry and Experi-
ment, College Mathematics, Industrial Mathematics, Applied Mathematics, Computer Programming, Numerical
Analysis, Dynamics, Statics
Material Mechanics, Workshop Practice, Industrial Thermodynamics, Kinematics, Fluid Mechanics, Mechanical El-
ement Design

Career after Graduation
In addition to the design and manufacturing of machinery manufacturers, the company has been engaged in R &
D and policy development in the fields of technology management and service, heavy industries, automotive, aero-
space, shipbuilding, electronics, chemical and metal industries. Machine related entities can enter any of these
businesses(automobile industry, aerospace industry, shipbuilding industry)

Q&A
Q. What is Mechanical Engineering?
It is a discipline that conducts research on power, exercise, and energy to make human life convenient and materially
rich. In English, it is Mechanics or Mechanical Engineering, which is distinct from machine or machinery. It is one
of the most fundamental academic disciplines among the engineering applied to modern industrial society, and its
application field is the most extensively based.

Q. What should be prepared in advance to study Mechanical Engineering? 
Mechanical Engineering requires preparation for mathematics and science, especially physics, because it is so im-
portant. But more importantly, it requires creative and engineering minds and aptitude, so extra effort is needed to
develop it.

Q. When you graduate from Mechanical Engineering Department, which field do you mainly enter?
There are many fields of advancement such as automobile, aerospace, electronics, heavy industry, shipbuilding,
aerospace, production automation and energy field.

Specialty Program
Accreditation of Engineering Education, Interdisciplinary program with Plant Engineer,
Interdisciplinary program with Ocean Plant



Department of 
Industrial Management Engineering
051-200-7686    http://ie.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
The Department of Industrial Management and Engineering studies scientific decision-making technologies that
analyze and design systems for optimal operation of manufacturing and service systems. Therefore, in order to acquire
diverse decision-making skills based on the computer application skills required in the field, various courses based
on the Business Administration and Statistics are completed. It is playing an important role as an important conductor
for collecting and adjusting various technologies of diverse fields to improve efficiency of the entire system.

Main Subject
Science and Technology Philosophy, Engineering Economy, Presentation and Discussion, College Mathematics,
Industrial Statistics, Industrial Management Mathematics, Industrial Statistics and Practice, Physics and Experiments,
Chemistry and Experiments, Programming Fundamentals, Programming Applications and Practice
Industrial Management System, Creative Engineering Design, Production Planning and Control, Ergonomics and
Experiment, Quality Management, Management Science, Industrial Information System, Team Project

Career after Graduation
Process operation management, Management(planning, accounting), Management consulting, quality manage-
ment · management (QA), reliability management, product design, plant engineering (construction engineering),
CAD / CAM (design), finance, information network management, safety management, distribution and logistics
management, SW development, venture business establishment, university and enterprise research institute etc.

Q&A
Q. What is the difference from other   departments in engineering colleges? 
Other engineering departments such as machinery, civil engineering, and chemical   engineering tend to concentrate
on the visible and intrinsically limited areas of production, such as manufacturing precision machinery, building ar-
chitectures, and applying new chemicals to create new products. However, industrial management engineering is
the biggest difference from other departments in that it develops the most optimized system by coordinating and
managing a wide variety of fields of engineering and management from a global point of view. An easy example is
the design of a disciplined process system that lowers the cost of a product, the development of ergonomic products
and work environments that increase the safety and efficiency of human activities, and the scientific management
of coordination and direction among departments within an organization.

Q. Is there practical training?
The curriculum of the department reflects the practical application and teaches how to use programs such as CAD
(Design), Minitab (statistics), Plexim (simulation) and JAVA (programming) which are widely used throughout industry.
In addition, various other special lectures such as completion of ISO standard course and acquisition of an article
certificate are operated, and you can participate in field training dispatch to company during vacation.

Specialty Program
1. Participation in Accreditation of Engineering Education
2. Participation in the LINC project: Participation in the "LINC(Leaders in Industry-university Cooperation)" project

by Ministry of Education
3. Participation in Laboratory Assistants: Participation in 6 major laboratories as research assistants
4. Industry inspections and various free lectures: Special lectures on major, special lectures on work, industrial in-

spections are held throughout the year.
5. Personalized employment guidance
6. Team project presentation: The team project presentation is held during the graduation semester
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051-200-7787    http://naofe.donga.ac.kr

Department of 
Shipbuilding and Marine Plant Engineering

Introduction of the Department
This department focuses on the fundamental theory about shipbuilding and marine engineering technology, which
will open the 21st century marine development era and complex and practical technology reflecting practical training
of the filed. We will cultivate leaders and human resources with various basic and major knowledge in order to cre-
atively solve practical problems related to shipbuilding offshore plant engineering. In addition, the graduate school
will open a master's program to cultivate the research ability as a more active and core researcher in the industrial
field and related research institutes, based on the basic knowledge about shipbuilding marine engineering acquired
in the undergraduate course.

Main Subject
College Mathematics, Physics and Experiment, Chemistry and Experiment, Computational   Processing, Industrial
Mathematics, Statistics
Static Engineering, Introductory Engineering Design, Introduction to Shipbuilding Ocean Engineering, Ship Original
Design, Material Mechanics, Structural Mechanics, Fluid Mechanics, Chemical Engineering

Career after Graduation
Busan and Gyeongnam province has geographical characteristics of being concentrated in shipbuilding and offshore
plant industries. In addition to the world's best shipbuilding companies, STX, Hanjin, Dae-dong, Daeseon and Sung-
dong Shipbuilding, small and medium-sized shipbuilding and offshore plant design companies, shipbuilding equip-
ment industry companies and national research institutes are also located in the area.
It is also possible to enter into the research institutes which conduct ship inspection work and various research in-
stitutes related to shipbuilding.



Department of 
Chemical Engineering
051-200-7717    http://dache.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
Chemical engineering develops key technologies in various industries. In the field of nano (NT), chemical engineering
produces human resources that develop transparent and electrically conductive materials that are used in displays
such as LCDs and OLEDs and new materials such as semiconductors. In the field of energy and environment (ET),
the department fosters human resources that will lead the field of solar cell, fuel cell development, and environmental
measurement. In the field of life and biotechnology (BT), we will educate and train leaders who will lead the devel-
opment of new materials for eco-friendly energy development (bio-ethanol, biodiesel), food and medicine.

Main Subject
Understanding of Intellectual Property Rights, Practical Chinese, Meeting of East-West culture, Presentation and
Discussion, Presentation and Discussion of English, Creative Engineering Design, Organic Chemistry I
University Mathematics, Physics and Experiments, Chemistry and Experiments, General Biology, College Mathe-
matics, Introduction to Science and Information Retrieval, Industrial Mathematics, Engineering Computers, Chemical
Engineering, Physical Chemistry, Unit Manipulation, Thermodynamics, Reaction Engineering,   Heat and Mass
Transfer

Career after Graduation
1. Research and Education: chemical engineering experts such as large enterprise research institute, research in-

stitute of medium enterprise, researcher of university professor
2. Production and Quality Control: engineers specializing in productivity and quality control at the factories of

medium-sized enterprises, large-scale enterprises related to chemical, shipbuilding, automobile,
3. Technology Marketing: professional marketing manager for large companies and medium enterprises

Q&A
Q. In Chemical Engineering, where are your graduates mostly employed after   graduation?
Samsung Heavy Industries, Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering, Samhwa Paint,   and Samsung Electronics.

Q. What is your outlook after graduating from Chemical Engineering? 
We have many alumni at the field of fermentation, acid alkali industry, environmental measures, alternative energy
development fields, semiconductor and metal processing fields, new material development at chemical plants, new
factories in petrochemical industry and so on. The number of job applications in various chemical plants is increasing
day by day.

Specialty Program
ABEEK program: This accreditation is a system that evaluates the educational objectives, curriculum, educational
environment and continuous improvement efforts of university engineering education and accredit only when ex-
cellence is validated. The name of the program is "Chemical Engineering Enrichment Program", and for students
who have completed the program, they will be listed under the name "Chemical Engineering Degrees" (Korean)
and "Bachelor of Engineering in Chemical Engineering" in the graduation certificate and transcript. And "Chemical
Engineering Degrees" (Korean) or "Bachelor of   Engineering" (English), respectively will be written for students
who have not completed the program distinctively. 

Department of 
Advanced Materials Engineering

051-200-7747    http://metal.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
Today, not only automotive, aerospace, and heavy chemical industries, but also all advanced science and technol-
ogy fields such as semiconductors and computers and electric and electronic industries can not be developed with-
out the development of excellent new materials. The new material engineering, which is the basis of all industries,
is the study of the understanding of manufacturing, processing, analysis, the relationship between material structure
and physical properties for new materials as the driving force of modern industrial development. Students who
graduate from this department work as essential personnel in the materials industry.

Main Subject
Environment   and Industry, Industrial Technology and Ethics, Science and Technology Philosophy, Practical English
Conversation, Technical Writing, Engineering and Economics, Technology Management, CEO Special Lecture,
Computational Processing, Computational Design, College Mathematics, Industrial Mathematics, Physics and Ex-
periments, Creative Engineering Design, New Material Element Design
Material Mechanics, Casting Engineering, Material Process Experiment, Material Phase Equilibrium, Material Phase
Transformation, Structure and Proportion of Non-alloy, Basic New Material Engineering, Material Science, Material
Structure Experiment, Organization and Efficiency of Periodic Alloy, Material Thermodynamics, Steel Making and
Lecture, Comprehensive Design of New Materials

Career after Graduation
① Iron and steel industry, ② Heavy industry, ③Automobile industry, ④Aerospace industry, ⑤ Electricity company
field, ⑥ Public servant field, ⑦ Researcher 
* Large enterprises & medium enterprises: Steel, automobile, shipbuilding, heat treatment, casting, forging, semi-

conductor, powder metallurgy, composite materials, aircraft, railway, medical equipment, petrochemical, industrial
machinery, shoes, etc.

* Established venture business
* Employment of Public Enterprises: employment of public enterprises such as national railway corporation, water

resources corporation and Korea Airports corporation

Q&A
Q. What is the Advanced Materials Engineering Program (Engineering Certification   Scheme)?
The Advanced Materials Advanced Engineering Program (Engineering Certification   System) is an educational
program that helps students develop their skills in setting up a wide range of diagnostic and evaluation programs
for the engineering education curriculum and pursuing engineering professions.

Q. What are the basic sciences that are important in the new materials engineering   department? 
The Department of Materials Science and Engineering is literally a discipline dealing with materials, so physics and
chemistry are the most basic and important. As a result, freshmen will learn basic knowledge by taking Physics
and Experiments I and II and Chemistry and Experiments I and II during their first year.

Specialty Program
Open Lab: Graduate labs are open to all students once a year, introducing the various laboratories and recruiting
graduate students.
Yeongnam Sports Complex: Yeongnam Sports Complex is an event held every year for the academic and sports
events of professors and students of the department of new material engineering from Yeungnam area universities. 



Department of 
Organic Materials Polymer Engineering
051-200-7539    http://omp.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
The organic materials industry is dominated by the textile industry and the polymer industry, and it is gradually evolving
into various high-tech materials industries such as transportation, electronics, military, and civil engineering. This de-
partment provides basic knowledge on organic materials and polymers, in-depth training on scientific and engineering
knowledge necessary for manufacturing high-tech materials using these materials, and research activities for new ma-
terial development. Therefore, it is aimed to cultivate professional manpower to actively cope with information society
and knowledge society and contribute to the growth of national industry through effective self-development.

Main Subject
Environment and Industry, Industrial Technology and Ethics, Science and Technology Thought and Philosophy,
Practical Chinese, Engineering Economics, General Physics, General Chemistry, College Mathematics, Computa-
tional Processing, Industrial Mathematics, General Biology, Polymer Engineering and Textile Engineering
Organic Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Polymerization, Polymer Synthesis, Organic Material Properties

Career after Graduation
1.  Apparel and Industrial Textiles: field management and textile expert in the product development department
2.  Electric and Electronic Materials Industry Field: specialist in product development department and managerial

business
3.  Polymer Industries: professional in product development and management in companies and research institutes
4.  National Institute and Private Institute: researchers of specialized research institutes, including R & D and non-R & D

Q&A
Q. Is there any difference in the reorganization from the Textile Industry Department to the Organic Material
Polymer Engineering Department? 

Whereas the existing Department of Textile Industry has dealt with textile materials and industry, the Department
of Organic Materials Polymer Engineering let students  learn about the organic materials industry, which covers
not only the textile industry, but also the polymer materials and the industry as a whole. In particular, the polymer
industry has developed into a high-end material industry for special purposes, ranging from inorganic materials
such as metals to electronics, military, civil engineering, and medical applications. Therefore, deviating from the
narrow range of the previous textile industry, you can study more widely organic materials such as petrochemical
products together with polymer materials including textile materials. It is expected that the graduates will be able to
broaden their employment field as they can cultivate knowledge that can support industrial fusion technology.

Specialty Program
Polymer Materials Laboratory, Fabric Processing Experiment

│ Department of Architecture

│ Department of Industrial Design

│ Department of Fashion Design 

│ Department of Urban Planning Engineering

│ Department of Landscape Architecture

07College of Design and
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Department of 
Architecture
051-200-7618    http://arch.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
The Department of Architecture aims to cultivate talented people who have the ability to design architectural and
urban spaces that are the basic elements of human life. Architecture has a knowledge base that can adapt to future
industries that are diversified through comprehensive knowledge on various disciplines such as knowledge of hu-
manities, society, technology, and design.

Main Subject
Artchitecture
Design - Basic Design Ⅰ, Basic Design (Expression Technique), Basic Design Ⅱ, Basic Design (Architecture and
Computer), Architectural Design Ⅰ, Architectural Design Ⅱ, Architectural Design Ⅲ, Architectural Design Ⅳ, Archi-
tectural Design Ⅴ, Architectural Design Ⅵ, Architecture Design VII, Architectural Design VIII
Cultural Context - Architecture and Formation, Theory of Residential Environment, History of Western Architecture,
Architecture and Society, Modern Architecture Theory, History of Korean Architecture, Modern Architecture Theory
Technology - Architectural Structural Mechanics, Building Materials and adiabatic method, Structural Systems, Ar-
chitectural Environmental Engineering, Building Systems, Building Construction and Management, Planning of
Building Equipment
Practice - Architectural Law, Understanding of Architectural Practice, Architectural Practice and Practical Training

Interior Design
Design Thinking, Community Regeneration Planning and Design, Basic Design Architecture and Formation, Archi-
tectural Mechanics, Building Materials and Adiabatic Method, Convergence Design Project, Busan's History and
Urban Architecture, Public Art and Urban Environment, Design and Convergence Technology, Formal Practice, Sci-
ence and Technology Thought and Philosophy, Traditional Korean Art and 21st Century Culture Icon, Design and
Culture, Theory of Residential Environment, Architectural Design, Architecture and Society

Career after Graduation
1. In the field of architectural design and design, you can dream obtain your dream as an architect or interior de-

signer through working in architecture design offices, exhibition and interior design offices, or as an interior con-
tractor. You can also enter into environmental design companies and urban design companies.

2. You can obtain various qualifications such obtaining a qualifications as an architect. If you are majoring in archi-
tecture (5 years), you can apply for an architectural qualification examination through practical training at the ar-
chitectural office.

3. Other construction technologies include construction related engineering companies, construction companies
such as Samsung Construction, Hyundai E & C, and LH Corporation, and public corporations

Q&A
Q. What is the nature of the Department of Architecture? 
The characteristics of the Department of Architecture are: firstly it is creative, secondly it is practical, and thirdly it is
professional. To begin with,  being creative means   acquiring the knowledge necessary to create a spirit from nothing.
Being practical   means learning that provides the living space necessary for our life. Being professional   means re-
quiring expert knowledge in order to create them just as architecture has  long history of professional expertise.

Q. What is the difference between the Architecture (5-year) and Interior Design(4-year)? 
The five-year Architecture Major is a five-year professional architecture degree program that has been approved
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by the current Architectural Law. It is an architectural education program certified by Korea Architectural Accrediting
Board(KAAB). After the training, you can take the architect's qualification examination.
Based on the fundamental knowledge of architecture, the interior design and design major (four-year program) will
be provided with interior design skills who then will be equipped with comprehensive and specialized knowledge
on design, integrated working skills, It's a curriculum.

Q. What are the Content of the education that will be carried out in the   Architecture Major (5 years) and
the Interior Architecture Design Major (4 years)?

The Content of education in the field of architecture (5 years) include 5 areas of communication, cultural context,
design, technology and practice which are aimed to provide the students with ① Design integration ability ② Cultural
research ability ③ Design research ability ④ Environmental research ability ⑤ User research ability ⑥ Technology
Research Ability ⑦ Execution Research Ability ⑧ Specialized Skill Ability,   all of which are designed to offer  cur-
riculums to cultivate professional skills so that balanced and faithful ability of the architect can be provided.
For example, to educate the history of architecture and necessary knowledge in the field of culture through the sub-
jects such as architects and theories of architecture, and to understand a wide range of architectural technologies,
we offer systematic knowledge education on building facilities, architectural environment planning,   building struc-
ture, building construction, building materials, and building equipment. In addition, we are teaching architectural
practice in order to develop expressive techniques, architectural design and practical skills in the field of design.
Based on the basic course in Interior Architecture Design (4 years), we also teach knowledge of design, interior
construction and technology knowledge, interior architecture design studio, and indoor architectural knowledge.
For example, in order to gain a broad understanding of design and interior architecture, besides architectural major
courses such as architectural planning, architectural construction, building construction, and building materials, interior
Design and Design courses are also available such as interior design studios, interior   construction and materials, 

Introduction of the Department by International Students
Architectural design requires a concrete process to establish and coordinate the harmonization of the environment,
use, economy, culture, and (architecture) plan. Architectural design is a specific process of coordinating harmony
and strategy of environment, use, economy and culture. The architect is the designer and the artist. (12’, MA
HONGZHEN, CHINA) 

Specialty Program
On-the-job learning: In the first semester, students will be able to directly explore the buildings, feel the space of
the building, and see how the use of the building and the emotional feeling affect the people who use the building.
Practical Practice and Internship: It is an essential course of the architectural accreditation program. It is a field
study to experience the practical experience by working in the architectural design office for four weeks during the
whole program period during the 4th and 5th grade vacation periods.
Graduation Exhibition: Unlike other majors, the graduation thesis is not needed, but the graduation work has to be
completed and presented.
International Workshop: International workshops conducted by the Busan International Architecture and Culture
Festival and academic exchanges with the Faculty of Architecture, Kyushu Industrial University, Japan, since 2011,
are being continuously implemented.
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Department of 
Industrial Design
051-200-7980    http://design.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
The Department of Industrial Design aims to cultivate professional designers with creative design skills based on
a combination of aesthetic formability and cutting-edge technology. It teaches theory and practice in harmony and
is composed of two major majors (visual media major and product interaction major). The Visual Design major ed-
ucates enhancement of the visual value of products and public goods in various fields, and digital Content and in-
terface design. The Product Interaction major educates the design of tools and systems used in everyday life.

Main Subject
Visual Media, Product Interaction, and Interdisciplinary major with Marine Living Space Design

Career after Graduation
Visual Media Design Major: corporate advertising department and design department, advertising agency, broad-
caster, newspaper publishing, editorial design specialist, character design professional, graphic design professional,
packaging design professional, game developer, user interface design   professional, professional designers of
branding design, web design   professional, promotional design professional, poster design professional,   video
graphic design professional, video / photo studio, freelance designer,   education (professor and teacher).

Product Interaction Design Major: Company Product Planning and Design Department, Home Appliance Design,
Life Product Design, Kitchenware Design, Car Design, Transportation Design, Public Design, Furniture Design ,
Environmental design specialists, service design specialists, display design specialists, interior design specialists,
engineering design specialists, freelance designers, education (professors and teachers.)

Introduction of the Department by International Students
Hi, I am MUTIA in the department of visual media design. I have had a lot of experience choosing this major as a
foreigner. Even though language and culture are different, but I was able to get acquainted with my friends while
studying with each other. There are differences, but we help each other and work together well. 
(16’, PANDANI MUTIA PUTRI, INDONESIA) 
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Department of 
Fashion Design 

051-200-7328    http://dauf.donga.ac.kr
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Introduction of the Department
The Department of Fashion Design aims to nurture global fashion design manpower to cultivate the integrated and
practical skills necessary for the fashion industry through the convergent design education based on design and
technology. To do this, we will study the general theories of design, materials, clothing composition, cultural history,
social psychology, marketing and retailing that are the basis of the fashion industry. We intend to nurture convergent
professionals needed for the global fashion industry by educating fusion problem solving experts through studio
education centered on hands-on practice such as integrated practical training.

Main Subject
Costume Culture History |  Design |  Material |  Apparel Composition |  Marketing |  Retai

Career after Graduation
Fashion manager, fashion director, brand manager, fashion consultant, fashion merchandiser, Fashion designer,
modelist, fashion coordinator, colorist, textile designer, knit designer, Stylist, converter, fashion illustrator, product
manager, pattern designer, technical designer, tailor, quality manager, display designer, advertising marketer, fashion
photographer, fashion model

Q&A
Q. What can students learn in Fashion Design? 
Department of Fashion Design consists of Apparel Design Major and Retail Merchandising Major. The apparel de-
sign major divides the field of costume culture, design, color, material, apparel making and apparel design so that
students can learn the expertise needed in the fashion industry field through theory and studio class. 
The Retail Merchandising Specialist can learn the practical skills of fieldwork through   cooperation projects with
domestic fashion retailers by studying major theories such as merchandising, consumer studies, social psychology,
marketing, advertising, and distribution.
What kind of support can I get for employment when I enter the Fashion Design Department?
In the Department of Fashion Design, students are encouraged to develop their career development and vocational
abilities by running student clubs (employment, competition,   entrepreneurship) within the department to support
their career path. (Computer graphics certification, on-site training).

Introduction of the Department by International Students
Fashion design is a professional discipline which can learn to play version, three-dimensional cut, clothing, clothing
industry, smart clothes and a variety of CAD software, and so on. The actual operability is not particularly difficult
than the theoretical understanding, but students need to invest a lot of time. The faculty of fashion design is strong
and welcoming, Students who are eager to study hard can come to the Fashion Design department and achieve
their own dream! (15’, WU NAN, CHINA) 

Specialty Program
Fashion Design Graduation Presentation, Practical Skill Training Program, Field Practice Program, Fashion Design
Employment Camp  
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Introduction of the Department
Urban planning is a field of study that aims to study the comprehensive environmental factors of the settlement
space of our country and cities. The Department of Urban Planning has its goal to educate students on the solutions
and techniques of urban problems. In order to prepare for the information age, we have secured excellent computer
equipment and actively carry out research activities on GIS, CAD and ITS. It is a very attractive field of study for
students with open and enterprising spirits who want to pursuit a more advanced future.

Main Subject
Modeling Practice, Urban Engineering System, Introduction to Statistics, Computer Application Techniques, Geo-
graphic Information Analysis
Urban Development Planning and Practice, Complex Planning, Land Use Planning, Transportation Planning, Quan-
titative Analysis, Graduation Design

Career after Graduation
1. Urban Planning and Traffic Related Engineering Company
2. Public Corporation: Busan city corporation, etc. 
3. Construction Company
4. Professional Civil Servants, 
5. Domestic and Foreign international Aid Organizations: KOICA of Korea and the World Bank of the UN

Q&A
Q. What kind of jobs do you have in the field of related to the major when you graduate from Urban Planning
Engineering? 

After graduating from the Department of Urban Planning Engineering, the field of entry to job market can be broadly
divided into public and private sectors. In the public sector, there are opportunities of government and public officials
in various levels as well as central and local governments such as LH Corporation. In the case of the private sector,
there are urban planning engineering companies and construction, real estate and development related companies,
and so on. But the areas listed above are just a few of the areas that can be reached after graduation. Urban plan-
ning is not only urban planning and transportation, but also addresses economics, sociology,   and U-City related
IT. Therefore, urban planning is a discipline that has the potential to give students a great competitive edge when
they want to advance into all occupations by specializing themselves in urban areas.

Specialty Program
Industrial Tours: To see various aspects of our city, we visit distinctive cities and regions such as new cities and Ko-
rean traditional villages, and study their own characteristics of cities and urban design, urban environment, space
layout and traffic.
Yeongnam Festival: Every November, students learn their through seminars related to urban engineering in Yeong-
nam area.
Urban Planner's Night: It is an event to meet with students annually by inviting alumni who are engaged in various
fields, in addition to the annually held graduation exhibition.
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Department of 
Urban Planning Engineering
051-200-7662    http://urban.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
The Department of Landscape Architecture is a basic discipline to meet the needs of a comfortable living environ-
ment of human beings. The aim of this course is to train more rational and creative landscape engineers by under-
standing the relationship between nature and human being and the urban environment, and systematically studying
them. Those who want to study this filed need scientific and rational thinking and criticism to analyze and solve
various problems in our living environment. Furthermore, we must have an enterprising self-philosophy to improve
the quality of our environment in a more forward-looking direction.

Main Subject
Landscape Planning and Design, Construction, Management, Ecological Restoration Engineering

Career after Graduation
1. Landscape Design Office
2. Landscape Area Public Corporation: national research institute, public corporation (land corporation etc.) and

various public institutions (National park management corporation etc.)
3. Park / Green Space Related Official
4. Landscape Construction Company
5. Large Construction Company
6. Forestry Manager
7. Garden Designer

Q&A
Q. What is the difference between landscape science and horticulture?
Landscape architecture is a comprehensive arts science field such as sociology, biology, botany, sciences, urban
planning, architecture, and civil engineering based on social science and natural science. It is a design, construction
and management technology for pleasant environment space. Horticulture, on the other hand, is divided into veg-
etable, fruit, and flower horticulture, and it is the theory and technology that cultivate the plants human beings
pursue, which are mainly supplied to the human diet. Therefore, compared with horticulture, landscape architecture
can be seen as a comprehensive and study to form a comfortable living environment.

Q. What do I need to prepare to enter the Landscape Architecture Department
Landscape science is a discipline that requires a basic knowledge of plants. Therefore, it is advisable to visit lots
of  places where you can experience plants (arboretum, botanical garden, park, etc.).
It is also helpful to develop a sense of human scale as a study of specific landscape   space design.
Finally, the most important thing is the enthusiasm and interest in landscaping.

Specialty Program
1. Field Practice: We visit the arboretum in the Busan and Gyeongnam areas to educate students to grow into ex-

perts, in particular, in the field of wood and landscape by conducting on-site classes.
2. Workshop for 1 night and 2 days: The department of landscape in March invites the alumni who are active in

various fields for a one-night and two-day workshop to hold special lectures and field team discussions in the
field of landscape. 

Department of 
Landscape Architecture

051-200-7571    http://la.donga.ac.kr



Introduction of the Department
The Department of Fine Arts aim to cultivate professional arts field as a department of fusing the unique expertise
of Korean painting, western painting, sculpture, ceramics, wooden furniture and textile art well suited to the 21st
century culture. In order to combine the speciality and expertise of contemporary art, we will broaden the range of
choices by organically integrating major courses in the arts department to create programs that enhance the diversity
of creative arts and expertise in field education. We focus on the emancipation of human resources that will lead
the flow of internationalization through quality education for autonomous and creative creation. Based on a long
tradition, we aim to enhance the qualities of being active in the art world both at domestic and abroad through tai-
lored individual counseling and various educational programs.

Main Subject
Artist Program
Oriental painting practice |  Westernization practice |  Media Art |  Prints |  Sculpture practice
Western Art History |  Modern Art theory

ART & Design Program
Tapestry   Practical Ⅰ |  Mixed Media   PracticeⅠ |  Quilting   Practice |  Dyeing   Design Practical Ⅰ
Craft   theory |  Ceramic Art Ⅰ |  Wood Working & FurnitureⅠ

Career after Graduation
Artist Program
Full-time writer, curator, art critic, film, visual art director
Professional artists (fashion, food, interior, life, events, etc.)

ART & Design Program
Fashion coordinator, color expert, merchandiser, textile designer, fashion designer, textile artist, furniture designer,
interior designer, ceramic designer

Q&A
Q. What kind of support can I get for employment when I enter the Art Department?
We are strengthening the arts field by operating a preparatory course for cultural industry that links majors and em-
ployment. We also provide field trips for group students. In addition, the programs that culture part have participated
in are specialized by each major. 

Q. Can I get to know other areas other than my major as an undergraduate?
Being an undergraduate, you will be able to learn and acquire knowledge to interact with people in more fields,
which is a great opportunity for students. It is not intended to educate and train students to accumulate knowledge
of confined one isolated field but also it is intended to help them  become a talented person with various artistic
knowledge. In career decision making, experience is a priority, and other arts can be combined to have unlimited
possibilities and advantages.

Q. What kind of jobs do you have in the fields related to major when you graduate   from Art Department?
Full-time writers, art curators (curator), galleries, cultural media reporters, art administrators, art critics, kindergarten
instructors, art school instructors, stage art producers, graphic designers, visual art   directors, critics etc. 
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Department of 
Fine Arts

051-200-1720    http://artmanager.donga.ac.kr

│ Department of Fine Arts

│ Department of Music 

│ Department of Physical Education

│ Department of Taekwondo 

College of Art and 
Physical Education
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Specialty Program
• Outdoor Field Learning: Students sketch the actual scenery by going out to the outdoor field and visiting the mu-

seums on the spot as introduced by the professors. It is held every 1st semester every year allowing students to
experience places that are not normally accessible, such as the Gyeonggi Creation Center and the Seoul Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art. In addition, we provide students with a better experience by conducting practical com-
petitions in which students and seniors gather together to draw pictures in a friendly competition. This program
aims to create an experience that will help students make their own work.

• Major Specialization Program: We select public art, environmental art, and digital art the public art, which are in-
creasingly in demand and role in the modern society and educate students the art process and methodology and
cultivate students' practical skills to become experts in three fields (writers, critics, curators, etc.)

• Intensive Training Program for Texpro: This is a support program for textile art students who want to learn about
a practical certificate which can be used in textile and fashion companies through a special lecture called texpro
every winter vacation.
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Introduction of the Department
The Department of Music was first opened in Busan in December 1966. To reach the present, we aim to cultivate
creative and capable performers who have aesthetic perspective on music with theory and practice ability by urging
comprehensive and global understanding of various languages   and styles of art music and deepen the competitive
field-based practical education on the basis of it. The Department of Music is composed of four major fields: piano,
orchestra, vocal music, composition, and practical music. Students will be taught Western music history, music
connotation, and harmony science as basic subjects, and comprehend music and IT technology on the basis of
tradition such as introduction to Korean music and computer music, etc. The curriculum is opened and operated in
accordance with each major.

Main Subject
Piano-Piano Ensemble: Learn how to communicate with the partner through the duet of piano, learn the basics of
ensemble play, and improve piano technique and musical skills. At the same time, you can get rid of the burden of
playing from memory and enjoy playing the piano. You can also study the rich expression and tone of the Four Hands.
Orchestral-Orchestral: Various orchestras ranging from classical to contemporary are played collectively, enabling
them to experience the artistic musical beauty   of orchestra formed in harmony and balance.
Vocal-Chorus: Through blending, you become aware of yourself and become united in each other’s thoughts and
musical expressions. Through this experience, you develop patience and a sense of community or collectivity.
Composition-Composition Seminar: We want to help students who are composing by practicing melody, rhythm,
and harmony, which is a prerequisite for composing, to systematically approach and compose music.
Practical-Ensemble: The most important of the many forms of practical music, the band   plays a fundamental role
as a professional performer.
Practical-Stage rehearsal: Music has real meaning by organic relation with the scene. We will be able to gain various
field experience through stage experience every week.

Career after Graduation
Soloist, symphony or choir, music therapist, music PD, music composer, music journalist, music critic, educator

Q&A
Q. How do I take the practical exam after entering the Music Department?
The actual music tests are different depending on the major. Please check the   bulletin board for more details and
inquire with Department Office for further questions.

Introduction of the Department by International Students
Due to the development of Korean music, it is also important for students who study music not only to study diligently
but also to practice hard. In order to enhance sensitivity to music and knowledge of music, the department frequently
opens up special lecture classes. Practical music students are especially friendly and eager to assist foreign stu-
dents when they need any help. (15’, NGUYEN THAI LOC, Vietnam)
Collision between culture and history, music and history, the combination of music and life, the origins of ancient
and medieval music, contemporary pluralistic music, music and culture, all of which lead students to travel to the
music world. (15’, XU BEIBEI, CHINA) 

Department of Music 
051-200-1758 / 1760    http://music.donga.ac.kr
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Specialty Program
Program by specific major
- Piano Major: This is an extension of the piano ensemble class which is not only a class but also a program which

allows the students to gain more stage experience. (Dong-A Piano Ensemble Night) Also, since there are typically
not many students in each class of this specific major, the program enhances the unity of students through the
piano major chorus program(Piano Chorus and Ensemble Night).

- Orchestral major: In the first semester, there is a string instrument performance (Donga String Chamber Orchestra)
/wind instrument performance (East Sinudus Wind Orchestra) of orchestral students. It is program which dives
into the details of specific majors of orchestra, studying the tone of each individual instrument(not the general
string/wind instrument orchestra). In summer vacation, we stay in a camp  for training program to practice for the
second semester symphony festival. In the second semester, Dong-A University Orchestra plays a symphonic
festival in each university and it is a festival in which students show their abilities studied and acquired throughout
the year.

- Vocal major: We have a camp program through summer vacation. It is a program in which you can improve your
skills through exercises, part-specific exercises, and partial exercises that you could not do during the semester.
There is also a regular concert during the second semester. (Chorus regular concert)

- Composition Major: Students compose based on what they learned   throughout the year. They organize a team
for a regular concert and compose a song about a theme. Compositions are collected, and a regular concert is
held every year in the second semester.

- Practical Music Major: During the summer vacation, we stay in a camp for the training. The audition of the regular
concert is conducted through the training program, and the selected team holds the second semester practical
music concert.
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Introduction of the Department
Since the establishment of the Department of Physical Education in 1962, we are proud to have a great footprint
in the world sports as well as the development of physical education in Korea. It has been recognized as one of the
best research institutes in Korea by receiving the Korean Athletics Award in the field of theoretical research in sports
science and has produced more than 40 college professors. There are numerous alumni who are recognized for
their outstanding ability in the field of physical education and social athletics as well as in educational fields. 

Main Subject
Practical skill I (Dance I, Gymnastics I, Judo), Introduction to Sports Science, Practical skill II (Golf, Basketball, Soccer)
Practical Skill III (Dance II, Gymnastics II, Ice sports)
Principal of Physical Fitness, Exercise Physiology, Marine Leisure Sports Ⅰ, Practical skill Ⅳ (Physical Fitness, Swim-
ming Ⅱ, Athletics Ⅱ)
Exercise Nutrition, Winter Sports, Tennis II, Exercise Development

Career after Graduation
Sports instructor, trainer (AT, PT), life sports leader, game leader, sports administration official, sports reporter,
sports agent, military officer, police officer, large corporation, small business, athletic athlete leader, disabled athlete
leader, silver movement leader, recreational instructor, clinical exercise, clinical obesity · diabetes exercise personnel,
rehabilitation exercise personnel, sports massage, sports center management, sports team etc.

Q&A
Q. In the Department of Physical Education, where are your alumni employed after   graduation?
There are variety of job opportunities such as sports center management, sports team, athlete trainer (sports center),
as well as occupations such as physical education teacher, sports instructor, trainer (PT), sports instructor, game
leader, infant physical education instructor, recreational instructor, clinical activist, rehabilitation activist, athlete
trainer(AT), military officers, police officers and firefighters, large corporations, and SMEs. In addition, it is possible
to apply for a variety of jobs in government-run corporations, public corporations as well as sports related media.

Specialty Program
Training program fostering Sports science industry specialist 
Study Classes for the Certificate of American Athletic Criminals Curer and Health Educators 

Department of 
Physical Education

051-200-7806    http://pe.donga.ac.kr
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Department of 
Taekwondo 
051-200-7856    http://taekwondo.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
Taekwondo Department is a cradle that explores the systematic disciplines of 'Police Studies' and 'Safety Studies'
in addition to 'Taekwondo Studies'. It is Taekwondo Department which produced the best players and leaders in
the world. It is the best department to connect the honor and tradition of the birthplace of Taekwondo. In this way,
we educate and train excellent professional leaders sought by the world through educational system with scientific
research and academic system. 

Main Subject
Major Practical Arts I (Competition), Major Practical Arts II (Poomsae), Major Practical Arts I (Demonstration), In-
troduction to Security Studies

Career after Graduation
General police, maritime police, public prosecutors, Judicial Officers, Fire Service Officers, Presidential Security
Offices, Security guard, Manufacture and   sales of security equipment and security related equipment, Certified
Internal Auditor(CIA), First Aid Safety Personnel, Life-Saving Personnel,  physical education teacher and civil servant,
international taekwondo instructor

Q&A
Q. Please let me know how Taekwondo Department has differentiated from other   universities!
Taekwondo Department of our university is already well known with active overseas internship courses. 
We have an educational purpose to become a university with a higher employment rate with those good programs. 

Specialty Program
Overseas Internship Program: Students who want to take an   internship abroad can go on an overseas internship.
During the vacation, students go abroad to teach Taekwondo, and are able to spend a more meaningful vacation
through interaction with foreigners.
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Department of 
Food and Nutrition
051-200-7317    http://foodscience.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
The Department of Food and Nutrition offers studies in basic theories of food and nutrition through the theoretical
studies on food, nutrition, cooking and food management. In addition, through thorough experiment and practice,
we can observe the actual problems of dietary habits such as food intake, food composition and characteristics,
human body effect, nutrient role, prevention of health and disease, malnutrition and over nutrition. By acquiring the
causes and solutions, it is possible for graduates to advance into various fields to improve the nutrition of the com-
munity and the national diet.

Main Subject
Food and Nutrition, Food and Nutrition, General Biology, Physiology
Physiology, Science of Public Health, Nutrition, Life Cycle Nutrition, Diet Therapy, School meal nutrition

Career after Graduation
Nutritionists (industry, hospitals, schools, public health centers and consignment specialists), food industry re-
searchers (such as new product development, product evaluation, promotion marketing), foods service managers
(franchisees,   hotel banquets, promotional and public relations personnel), and etc. Researchers and professors
of healthcare / food-related research institutes and universities (public research institutes, medical research institutes,
university research institutes, and corporate research institutes)
In addition, you can enter various fields such as administration and media related to food nutrition policy and infor-
mation(national and public organizations, corporations, social organizations, broadcasting companies, newspapers,
related organizations).

Q&A
Q. What kind of support can I get for employment when I enter the Food and Nutrition Department?
In the Department of Food and Nutrition, various programs are provided to improve   students' job skills in their
major fields such as department-tailored job openings, intensive English education, special qualifications related
to majors / examinations, industrial field practice.

Q. What are the special features of the Department of Food and Nutrition when you want to become a pro-
fessional in your field?

One of the most distinctive features of the Department of Food and Nutrition is that   after enrolling in this department,
you will be eligible to take the   nutritionist license test if you complete the accredited courses of the Ministry of
Health and Welfare. If you obtain a nutritionist license, you can become a nutritionist in industries, hospitals / medical
institutions, national and public agencies, community organizations, or specialists in food nutrition-related busi-
nesses. In addition, there is a preferential treatment   system for nutritionist license holders and experienced workers
in the selection of public officials for food and nutrition administration and policy.

Specialty Program
Industrial Field Practice: In addition to nutritionist field practice, there is also opportunity for on-the-job training of
company related to food / restaurant industry during summer vacation and winter vacation.
Professional Competency Enhancement Program: As a major in Food and Nutrition, we provide students opportu-
nities for HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points) team leader education program and English com-
petency enhancement programs to gain expertise in related fields.
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Introduction of the Department
Department of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology is a convergence of medicine and biotechnology. Based on basic
medicine, which is the basic science of biotechnology and biohealth industry, which is the core of biotechnology in-
dustry, it aims to develop professional talent centered on systematic and scientific practical education through the-
oretical learning, experimentation and field study on related studies to contribute to regional economic development.
In particular, the Department of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology aims to nurture a leading department in the field of
pharmaceutical biotechnology through specialized research and education on the development of natural materials
and functional health food materials in preparation for the accelerating aging society.

Main Subject
General Chemistry, General Biology
Biochemistry, Organic Chemistry, Western and Oriental Herbal Medicine, Immunology

Career after Graduation
1. Advance into companies such as pharmaceutical companies, health functional food companies, and cosmetics

companies
2. Clinical Experimental Designer (CRO), civil servants related to drug licensing and licensing, and patent attorneys
3. Research

Q&A
Q. Please let me know if you have a differentiated curriculum in your Department.
The Department of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology is a specialized department that has all the courses related to
the development of new drugs using natural and other   compounds. The curriculum of the department is composed
of 1. subjects of natural science and pharmacology related subjects (e.g. Chinese herb medicine, medicine analysis,
etc.) and 2. natural subjects and other compound components for the isolation of active ingredients using natural
products are used for the examination of physiological activities (e.g. pharmacology and practice, Biology, animal
cell engineering, etc.), 3. subject areas for safety assessment of natural products and other compounds (e.g. lab-
oratory animal studies and toxicology), and 4. courses related to drug licensing (e.g. drug development and bio-
pharmaceutical development).

Q. What does the Department of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology do to help students find employment and
graduate school?

The Department of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology participates in the University-Industry Leading University Program
(LINC), providing opportunities for exchanges with   companies and research institutes, field trips to companies
during the summer and winter breaks. 

Specialty Program
Part 3: Our students are obliged to join one of three different clubs. Based on the guidance of the club's professor,
this club allows students to find a path which naturally suits them. 
Graduate Experience Program
Interdisciplinary program with Bio-Health Major: In the third year, you can complete the Bio-health major in a Inter-
disciplinary program in addition to the Department of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology. Interdisciplinary program with
biohealth major is run by the Department of Biotechnology, the Food and Nutrition Department, and the Biotech-
nology Department and Bioengineering. It is a more specialized education for nurturing human resources in the
pharmaceutical field.

Department of 
Pharmaceutical Biotechnology

051-200-7561    http://medicinal.donga.ac.kr



Department of 
Health Management
051-200-7528    http://healthcare.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
In the Department of Health Management, students will study various scientific knowledge such as exercise science,
medicine, health care, geriatric medicine, and alternative medicine for health care such as prevention and treatment
of adult diseases, maintenance and improvement of health and fitness, injury prevention and treatment and reha-
bilitation, develop health care program and exercise programs and develop leadership skills. We also aim to educate
health care professionals and exercise specialists to counsel and educate about stress management, rational nu-
trition and injuries related physical activity. 

Main Subject
Clinical Walking Theory, Human Growth and Development, Human Anatomy, Health Promotion

Career after Graduation
Healthcare industry, health promotion, industry related exercise science, health and environmental industry, medical
service industry, etc.
Go to medical graduate schools and domestic and overseas research institutes

Q&A
Q. What is the difference between Physical Education and Sport Health Management? 
In the Department of Health Management, we want to cultivate experts with   creative thinking ability through offering
scientific knowledge and theories about health care such as prevention and treatment of adult diseases, promotion
of health and fitness, prevention and rehabilitation of geriatric diseases, establishment of health care strategy, de-
velopment of necessary Content of U-health to develop a variety of non-pharmaceutical programs and specialize
in prescription, and to provide comprehensive and systematic preventive medical basic knowledge and strategies
for lifestyle improvement such as stress management, rational nutrition and physical activity. 
This vision has been established as one of the specialization strategies of Dong-A   University with the vision of
nurturing field-based healthcare experts who have expertise and creative problem-solving abilities. In order to
achieve this vision, our department will integrate multidisciplinary education such as medicine, basic science, med-
icine biotechnology, and nutrition, and will introduce a debate-style teaching method for students' logical thinking
and creativity. In addition, we aim to cultivate more specialized and practical human resources that will play a leading
role in the field of healthcare through internship experiences in various fields such as medical centers and health
centers. In addition, through symposiums and discussion programs with scholars in the fields of exercise science,
public health, preventive medicine, domestic medicine, and biomedical engineering at home and abroad, you will
be able to emerge as a talented person with the ability to carry out tasks / research.

Specialty Program
Vivashi (time to change vision, time to change me) : In every semester, we invite field / research experts from home
and abroad (Japan, USA, Finland etc.) to communicate and share their vision, strategy for self development, profes-
sionalism. We also conduct a communication program in which students discuss one's self with professors and experts. 
Debate Star @ Dong-A : We hold a debate contest to learn not only about   healthcare but also about other related fields
by discussion with experts, learning system of advanced domestic and foreign universities and research   institutes.
Global Ability Enhancement Program : A specialized English program to strengthen the global competitiveness of
the health care department.
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Department  of 
Global Business 

Introduction of the Department
Founded in 2015, the Department of Global Business was created by succeeding and developing the department
of International Studies, which is the best department of Dong-A University. The aim of this department is to cultivate
talented people who have international understanding and understanding of East Asia based on English and second
language in line with the global era.

Main Subject
Economics Principles, Business Regional Languages (China, Japan), Global Business
Accounting, Business Statistics, Marketing Management, Financial Management, Production Operations Manage-
ment, International Business

Career after Graduation
Global market development experts, global business dispute resolution specialists, global business negotiation
specialists

Q&A
Q. How do you conduct foreign language education necessary for global business?
Foreign language education is conducted as a non-subject course in English. In   addition to the '0' class which
starts at 8 am, we will concentrate on the special lectures during the vacation. The second foreign language is or-
ganized into the regular curriculum so that a total of four courses can be taken.

Q. What is the difference between the course of study you offer and the existing course of Business Ad-
ministration of other university?

Global Business University can be reviewed in terms of 3 categories, i.e., foreign   language, international sense
and business. Basic curriculum required for business courses are focused on global business activities. In addition,
you can acquire professional knowledge on international political economy and attain practical ability through sub-
jects such as trade law.

Specialty Program
Global Business Leadership Training Program: The Global Business   Department runs courses with global com-
panies in the region in partnership to enhance business practices. Students can learn  knowledge that combines
both theory and practice through lectures in which people who were involved in companies hich conducted exports
or direct investments have participated. Foreign language required for global business activities is taught in an   ex-
tracurricular program.  You can learn a second foreign language (Chinese, Japanese) besides English through par-
ticipating in a '0 hour' class. In the regular curriculum, the course focuses on the second foreign language. Business
English education focusing on conversation is intensively supported in the extracurricular program. 
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Department of 
Chinese and Japanese Studies
051-200-8702    http://cj.donga.ac.kr

Introduction of the Department
It is divided into China and Japan studies as major departments of China and Japan and aims to cultivate practi-
tioners who can understand the East Asian region (China and Japan) systematically and comprehensively. By uti-
lizing Busan's competitiveness as an East Asian logistics and financial hub, we intend to cultivate multifunctional
specialized personnel who are fluent in trade and cultural exchanges with China and Japan. Which major students
will take in the Department of Chinese Studies and the Department of Japanese Studies is determined at the time
of entrance into the second year. Each major is offered as an integrated curriculum covering the political, economic,
social, cultural, historical and geographical aspects of each country. 

Main Subject
MAJOR IN CHINESE STUDY
History of East Asia, Society and Culture in East Asia, Basic Japanese, Basic Chinese, Chinese Basic Conversation,
Contemporary Chinese Understanding, Chinese Grammar and Writing, Chinese Practice, Chinese Politics Seminar
MAJOR IN JAPANES STUDY
History of East Asia, Society and Culture in East Asia, Basic Japanese, Basic Chinese, Japanese Conversation,
Multimedia Japanese, Japanese Writing, Japanese Cities and Cultural Heritage, Japanese Modernism and National
Management, Japanese Folk   Culture Content

Career after Graduation
1. Employees of trade, finance and logistics companies
2. Foreign dispatchers: Foreign dispatched sojourning employee of foreign affairs, companies, broadcasting and

newspapers
3. Hotels, Travel Agencies, Aviation and Shipping Employees: Hotel management in the international level in Busan,

travel product planning, airline stewardess, cruise crew, etc.
4. Staff of Film Promotion Public Corporation, Tourism Corporation, Exhibition Agency
5. Employees in gaming, entertainment and   sports organizations

Q&A
Q. What is the difference between 'Chinese Department' and 'Japanese Department'? 
Unlike conventional literacy-based localized understanding of language, these two departments foster a broader
range of practical local experts through a comprehensive understanding of politics, economics, history, geography,
society, and culture based on the language of the country concerned.

Q. Will students have major from their first year? 
No. In the first year, we would like to open a common subject for East Asia including China and Japan to understand
both China and Japan at a regional level, East Asia, beyond a narrow understanding of one country. Of course, in
addition to English, you have to choose between Chinese and Japanese as your second foreign language, and
you will choose your major when entering the second year.
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Introduction of the Department by International Students
Department of Japanese studies through the national language as the basis, to study the country between the po-
litical, economic, historical, geographical, social, cultural, professional training of professional experts. Professors
and classmates are cordial. (13’, JIA XIAOZHOU, CHINA) 
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Department’s office phone number

Seunghak Campus

Department of Philosophy and Biomedical Ethics 051-200-7006 Department of Architectural Engineering 051-200-7606

Department of History 051-200-7060 Department of Civil Engineering 051-200-7620

Department of Archaeological Art History 051-200-7151 Department of Environmental Engineering 051-200-7674

Department of Korean Language and Literature 051-200-7019 Department of Energy and Natural Resources Engineering 051-200-7763

Department of English Language and Literature 051-200-7036 Department of Electrical Engineering 051-200-7732

Department of German Language and Literature 051-200-7091 Department of Electronic Engineering 051-200-7730

Department of French Culture 051-200-7117 Department of Computer Engineering 051-200-7776

Department of Chinese Language 051-200-7128 Department of Mechanical Engineering 051-200-7635 /7659

Department of Children 051-200-7306 Department of Industrial Management Engineering 051-200-7686

Department of Mathematics 051-200-7206 Department of Shipbuilding and Marine Plant Engineering 051-200-7787

Department of New Materials Physics 051-200-7221 Department of Chemical Engineering 051-200-7717

Department of Chemistry 051-200-7240 Department of Advanced Materials Engineering 051-200-7747

Department of Life Science 051-200-7260 Department of Organic Materials Polymer Engineering 051-200-7539

Department of Molecular Genetic Engineering 051-200-7503 Department of Architecture 051-200-7618

Department of Applied Biotechnology 051-200-7595 Department of Industrial Design 051-200-7980

Department of Biotechnology 051-200-7596 Department of Fashion Design 051-200-7328

Department of Life Resources Industry 051-200-7512 Department of Urban Planning Engineering 051-200-7662

Department of Landscape Architecture 051-200-7571 Department of Fine Arts 051-200-1720

Department of Music 051-200-1758/1760 Department of Physical Education 051-200-7806

Department of Taekwondo 051-200-7856 Department of Food and Nutrition 051-200-7317

Department of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology 051-200-7561 Department of Health Management 051-200-7528

Gudeok Campus

Department of Medicine 051-240-2796

Bumin Campus

Department of Political Science and Diplomacy 051-200-8605 Department of Business Administration 051-200-7406

Department of Public Administration 051-200-8628 Department of International Tourism 051-200-7426

Department of Sociology 051-200-8683 Department of International Trade 051-200-7436

Department of Social Welfare 051-200-8666 Department of Management Information System 051-200-7463

Department of Media Communication 051-200-8645 Department of Global Business 051-200-8705

Department of Economics 051-200-8615 Department of Chinese and Japanese Studies 051-200-8702

Department of Finance 051-200-8661
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Campus Maps

B01.University Museum (BM)

B02.Law School, College of Law (LS)

B03.Lifelong Education Center (BE)

B04.General Lecture Hall (BA~BD)

B05. International Building

★Main Gate

♦ Hanlim Dormitory Bumin

G01.Seokdang Memorial Hall (GE)

G02.College of Medicine, Lecture Hall(S1)

G03.College of Medicine (S2)

G04.College of Medicine, Basic Medicine Building (S3)

G05. (former) College of Social Sciences (GA)

G06.Student Union Hall 2 (CF)

G07.Art Gallery (CN)

G08.Music Hall (CD)

G09.Gudeok Library (GG)

G10.Auditorium, Seokdang Hall (CB)

G11.College of Arts (CA)

G12.College of Arts, Practice Hall

♣ Dong-A University Hospital

♠ Cardiovascular Disease Center

♦ Dong-A University Hospital (New Building)

★Main Gate

S01.Head Office & College of Humanities (A)

S02.Student Union (Q)

S03.College of Engineering Hall 1 (P1)

S04.College of Engineering Hall 2 (P2)

S05.College of Engineering Hall 3 (P3)

S06.Research Foundation for Industry-Academy Cooperation (RS)

S07.College of Arts & Sports Sciences (G)

S08.Professor Meeting Hall

S09.College of Natural Resources & Life Science (M)

S10.Hanlim Library (B)

S11.College of Natural Sciences (E)

S12.College of Engineering Hall 4 (P4)

S13.Established Center

S14. Institute for Industry-Academy Research (SM)

S15.Hanlim Dormitory (DA)

S16.ROTC (DE)

S17. (tentative) College of Arts 

S18. (tentative) College of Arts, Practice Hall

S19. (to be) Hanlim Dormitory

★Main Gate

Bumin Campus

Seunghak Campus

Gudeok Campus


